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THE SILVER CHAIN
by Jion Sheibani
A coming of age verse novel about the healing power of music with evocative
line drawings
Main Agent:
Emily Talbot

Synopsis

Rights sold:
Azadeh is a budding violinist on a music scholarship at an
UK – Hot Key (Jenny Jacoby) expensive private school, trying her best to fit in, when her Mum’s
mental health spirals out of control. Azadeh’s world starts to fall
Material: ms
apart - her friendships, her relationship with her Dad, and even her
Extent: 23,000 words
violin playing. A coming-of-age novel about madness and the
Readership: 12+
healing power of music.
UK Pub: Spring 2022

About the author:
Jion Sheibani grew up in
Brighton and now lives in
Paris with her family. She is a
self-taught illustrator and
studied English literature at
Oxford University. One of
her very first jobs was as an
intern to Green Party MP
Caroline Lucas in the European Parliament, and working
on green issues definitely
influenced Jion's first picture
book, Lily & The Polar
Bears. Jion was a teacher at
Sciences Po and ENSAE in
Paris before opening her own
language school for children.
Her first illustrated novel for
young children, The Worries,
will be published the Penguin
Random House in the UK in
January 2021. This is her first
YA novel.

Key points
A beautifully constructed, deeply moving YA verse novel with
evocative black and white line drawings.
Very real about mental health issues, nagging money worries and
having to be the ‘parent’.
Particularly good about the healing power of music, creativity
generally, and even food—there are some beautiful descriptions of
Persian food..
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FROSTHEART 3:
RISE OF THE WORLD EATER
by Jamie Littler
The finale to the bestselling Frostheart trilogy — perfect for fans
of Nevermoor, Frozen and How to Train Your Dragon!
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges
Rights sold:
UK (PRH Children’s Books)
US (PRH/Viking)
Dutch (Luitingh Sijthoff)
French (Nathan)
German (Oetinger)
Hungarian
(Konyvmolykepzo)
Russian (Eksmo)
Spanish World (RBA)
Film: United Agents
About the author:
Jamie Littler is an author and
illustrator, living in London
and specialising in children's
books and comics. A graduate of the Arts Institute at
Bournemouth he won a High
Commendation Award at the
Macmillan Children's Book
Awards in 2008. His debut
children's picture book was
Mum’s the Word by Timothy
Knapman (Hodder, 2013).
He is particularly known for
illustrating children’s fiction
including the Famous Five series. Hamish and the Worldstoppers by Danny Wallace, won
the Sainsbury's Children's
Book Prize in 2016. He is
also the creator, writer and
illustrator of the comic series
Cogg and Sprokit which was
serialised in the Phoenix
Comic.

Synopsis
The bestselling Frostheart trilogy concludes in this epic story of
bravery, loyalty and friendship.
Ash faces his greatest challenge yet as the evil Wraith leader Shaard
unleashes the dreaded Devourer from its centuries-long imprisonment. Only by uniting can the peoples of the Snow Sea hope to
stand against the monster's wrath, but as the Devourer targets the
stronghold of Aurora, the tribes remain as divided as ever.
In a last desperate move, Ash and the crew of the Frostheart
journey to the yeti lands, where humans are forbidden, in search
for the truth about the Devourer's origins, and the one weakness
that may prove its undoing...

Key points
Frostheart was the bestselling children’s paperback debut of 2020.
It also had the unique honour of being picked for Waterstones
Book of the Month for two months in a row.

An action packed fantasy feast full of masterful world building
and edge of your seat drama
The trilogy has been the subject of several major international
auctions.

Sample reviews
Littler's debut is wild, funny, lavishly illustrated and filled with excitement. Guardian
A heart-stopping tale ... [that] really lives up to the hype. Sunday
Post
Offers oodles of thrilling moments . . . interspersed with an acute
understanding of heartfelt storytelling, Kirkus, Starred Review
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DONUTS, DISCS & DREAMS
by Siobhan Curham
Launching a brand new series for 10+ girls, celebrating friendship and dreams
coming true.
Main Agent:
Jane Willis
Rights sold:
WEL: (Walker Books)
Material: ms due May 2021
Readership: 10 + girls
Extent: 360 pp
UK publication: Summer
2022
Film/TV: United Agents

About the author:
Siobhan Curham is an award
-winning author, editor and
writing coach. Her first
novel for young adults, Dear
Dylan, won the Young
Minds Book Award and her
YA novel, Don’t Stop Thinking About Tomorrow, was
nominated for the 2019
Carnegie Medal, won the
Warwickshire Schools Book
Award and the Highly Commended Southern Schools
Book Award and was
shortlisted for the Lancashire Book of the Year
Award, the James Reckitt
Hull Award, and the prestigious Les Incos Book Award
in France.

Synopsis
Australian surfing fanatic, Jazz, 14, has just had to relocate to the
UK with her parents, due to her dad’s career as a music producer.
Athletic, outdoorsy Jazz is filled with dread at the thought of
trying to make a new life in the grey and dreary UK, but
irrepressible Jazz can’t be kept down for long. Inspired by a flyer
for a vintage clothes sale, she decides to take matters into her own
hands, designing her own flyer to find herself some new friends.
To her delight, three girls respond to her highly targeted campaign.
And as she gets to know Portia, Hope and Allegra, Jazz realises
that you don’t have to have been uprooted from your friends and
home to want to change your life for the better. The girls begin
meeting regularly, on the beach and in the seafront café, Donuts &
Discs, owned by Hope’s parents, vowing to help each other overcome their problems and achieve their dreams.

Key points
Loosely inspired by her own Moonlight Dreams series (but aimed at
slightly younger readers) this is an inspirational, heart-warming
book celebrating the power of friendship,

Full of power and soul Siobhan deals with very contermporary
issues without being at all preachy.

Sample reviews for Moonlight Dreamers
A charming and inspirational story about friendship, dreams and
being true to yourself. BookTrust
An inspirational story about friendship, life and finding your place
in the world. A story that will have significance for many teenagers.
Carousel
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MOLLY THOMPSON series
by Nick Tomlinson
Page-turning, funny, scary adventure series—major option for TV animation
Main Agent:
Jane Willis
Rights sold:
UK (Walker Books—Mara
Bergman)
Readership: 9+
Extent: approx. 320-60pp
Material available:
1. GHOULS OF
HOWLFAIR—PDF
2. CRYPT OF THE BLUE
MOON—PDF
3. THE TEN TOMBS—
partial ms

About the author:
Nick has been a singing
waiter, admin clerk, English,
Drama & Special Needs
teacher, and Learning
Mentor. He has performed
in a sell-out show at the
Edinburgh
Fringe,
accidentally camped on a
military target range in West
Africa, and somehow
managed to pass his karate
black belt grading despite
choking on his gum
shield.
A lifelong bookworm, he’s been writing
stories, many of them terrible (his words!) since he was
five, and had a novel
published in 2004 by the
adult division of Transworld,
Saint Valentine.

Synopsis
Weird, Awkward, Serious, UNSTOPPABLE. Just a few words
to describe the inimitable Molly Thompson.
Molly is an accident-prone, but rather brilliant, young historian who
notices that creepy legends about her town have started coming
true.
She finds that she’s the only person in the tourist town of Howlfair
who can prevent the creatures from Howlfair’s scariest legends
from coming to life.

Key points
Funny, scary adventure stories— subject of a major TV animation
option. Billed as a ‘female Scooby Doo’.
It has a lovely underlying warmth to it which you find at the heart
of the very best children’s books.
A fantastic, clumsy, weird and definitely unstoppable heroine at it’s
heart who has the potential to become a household name.

Sample reivews
There are so many truly great and iconic girls of literature – Matilda
and Pippi Longstocking, Jo March and Lyra Belacqua . . .For me,
the daringly determined Molly Thompson lives amongst these legends now, with no doubt that she’ll become a timeless character of
children’s fiction. Bluebird Reviews
A fun, eerie, funny, gripping and brilliant read. The Strawberry
Post
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ALBI THE GLOWING COW
BOY
by Georgia Byng
A new novel from the creator of MOLLY MOON
Main Agent:
Caradoc King
Rights sold:
On submission
Material: ms
Extent: 60,000 words
Age: 8+
Film: United Agents
Useful websites:
www.meetmollymoon.co.uk

Synopsis
Albi the Glowing Cowboy is an entrancing tale about Albi, a beautiful
albino calf with almost human intelligence who lives in rural bliss
until he makes the shocking discovery that humans eat meat.
What follows is a magical adventure story, with Albi leading the
way to free his fellow calves and take them on a journey of many
months from Stone Henge, through the Channel Tunnel to
Europe and up into the Himalayas. Albi’s interactions with
humans and animals along the way are educational for both species, and hopefully to the reader too, but above all it is a hugely
exciting and fun story.

Other books by the author:
MOLLY MOON series
THE GIRL WITH NO
Key points
NOSE
PANCAKE FACE
A charming contemporary fable from the creator of Molly Moon.

A magical adventure story with a contemporary message about
looking after yourself and the world around you.
About the author:
Georgia Byng originally
trained as an actor, then
found her way to children’s
books, by writing and
illustrating comic strip stories. She is the bestseller
author of the much-loved
Molly Moon series, now
adapted into a film that she
co-wrote. More recently she
has
published two titles
with Barrington Stoke—The
Girl With No Nose and Pancake Face.

Georgia Byng is the author the bestselling Molly Moon series
which has been translated into 38 languages so far.

Sample reviews for the Molly Moon series
Byng creates a lively symphony of hilarious escapades and madcap chases by adding some unexpected nuances to the timeproven theme of the mistreated orphan… In the tradition of a
Roald Dahl novel, this bigger-than-life tale offers delightfully dastardly villains, a sympathetic heroine who lives out every child’s
dream and plenty of fast-paced action. Publishers Weekly
A sparkling and funny adventure story. Publishing News
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AMBROSE FOLLOWS HIS NOSE

by Dick King-Smith
A brand new story from the author of The Sheep Pig and The Water Horse to
celebrate the 100th anniversary of his birth.
Main Agent:
Caradoc King
Rights sold:
UK: PRH (Kelly Hurst)
Material: copyedited ms
(illustrator TBC)
Extent: 16,000 words
Age: 7+
UK publication: 2022
Film/TV: United Agents

Synopsis
Ambrose is a young rabbit with a very strong sense of smell - he's
as good at tracking as a bloodhound. He lives in a hutch with his
three siblings and his parents, and is owned by Jim, who smells
very strongly of cat, much to Ambrose's disgust. Jim's niece Biddy
comes to stay and she desperately wants to take Ambrose home
to be her pet. She plays with Ambrose every day, training him to
track things with his extraordinary nose - which comes in very
handy when his little sister Roly escapes the hutch and ends up
down a foxhole. But Ambrose's nose really saves the day when a
fire breaks out in Jim's cottage and Ambrose is the only one
woken by the smell of smoke. Maybe Biddy's wish to take Ambrose home will come true after all...

Key Points
About the author:
Dick King-Smith’s first book,
The Fox Busters was published
in 1978 when he was in his
50s. He then proceeded to
write over 100 books mainly
based around farms and animals. He made his name with
the publication in 1983 of The
Sheep Pig. It won the Guardian children's fiction prize and
was then turned into the 1995
film Babe. In the same year he
won the Children’s Book
Award for Harriet’s Hare. In
1992 he won Author of the
Year and in 2010 he was
awarded the OBE for services to
children’s literature. He died in 2011 at the
age of 88.

A brand new story from Dick King-Smith, edited with the help of
his grand-daughter Josie Rogers.
Children of all ages will fall in love with the remarkable Ambrose
who has all the hallmarks of a great Dick King-Smith character.
To be published in 2022 to co-incide with the 100th anniversary
of the author’s birth.

Sample reviews
Dick King-Smith never fails to entertain Child Education
Dick King-Smith is a huge favourite with children Observer
His animal stories never descend to fluffiness The IoS
His very name guarantee’s quality Guardian
A writer with every kind of surprise in his bag Sunday Telegraph
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NATURE AND ME or WHY
SHOULD I GO OUTSIDE?
by The School of Life
How nature can teach us joy, fascination, calm - and a lot of fun.
Main Agent:
Caroline Dawnay

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK (TSOL)

An essential guide to encourage children to explore, appreciate
and benefit from the natural world around them.

Readership: 5+
Material available: sample
spreads
Extent: 96 pp
Colour illustrations
throughout

In this age of screens much is discussed about how even 5
minutes of time a day outside can considerably enhance a child’s
emotional and physical wellbeing. With that in mind, this book
looks to enhance this time spent outside and show children how
nature can be fun, uplifting, consoling and even offer companionship.

UK publication: June 2021

This is a book about how nature can touch us all and help us with
our lives (especially when we might be feeling bored, sad or
lonely). Children learn about the ways in which they can come to
love and be inspired by varied examples of nature like: a giant
anteater; a view of the alps; a flatfish; the night sky; an okapi or a
cuddle with a favourite puppy.

About the author:
The School of Life is a groundbreaking enterprise which offers
good ideas for everyday living. It
addresses issues such as how to
find fulfilling work, how to
master the art of relationships
and how better to understand,
and as necessary change, the
world - through classes,
therapies, books and films. It is
headquartered in London, with
campuses in Melbourne, Paris,
Amsterdam, Sao Paulo, Istanbul,
Belgrade, Antwerp, Seoul and
Tel Aviv. The School of Life
Press publishes books on the
most important issues of cultural
and emotional life. Its titles are
designed to entertain, educate,
console and transform.

This is an inspirational book, not just educating children about the
natural world, but teaching them to love and connect with it.
Beautiful illustrations and a tone that is encouraging, warm and
accessible makes it easy for children, and their favourite adults, to
relate to.

Key points
Full of educational and fun facts, this essential guide encourages
children go outside and discover nature for themselves.
Explores how nature can inspire us and influence our emotional
wellbeing.

Fantastic illustrations bring animals and plants to life to get
children excited about connecting with nature.
Supports the calls from various parenting and educational
organisations to encourage outside play.
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SCREEN-FREE FUN
by Alain de Botton
&The School of Life
80 amazing activities from sock sliding to raindrop racing
Main Agent:
Caroline Dawnay
Rights sold:
UK (TSOL)
Readership: 8+
Material available: sample
spreads
Extent: 144 pp
Colour illustrations
throughout

Synopsis
Whether we’re big or small, it can be hard to get away from our
screens. Most children spend between five and seven hours a day
looking at some form of screen – and most grown-ups spend
twice as much time. Screens promise endless entertainment, but
the more time we spend with them, the more we lose sight of all
that is strange, fascinating and delightful in the world around us.
Even when we’re stuck indoors, there are infinite possibilities for
banishing boredom and having fun so long as we use our imagination. All we need are a few helpful suggestions....

UK publication: June 2021

Screen-Free Fun contains 80 of the weirdest and most wonderful
activities children can do at home , all without using a screen. Rather than scrolling or tapping, you’ll be invited to draw, make,
write, invent, dress up, hide, seek and discover. You can paint like
Picasso or meditate like Buddha; become an indoor entomologist
or a home Olympian; make up a new language or a mythical creature; and even find the fun in some household chores. Inventive
About the author:
The School of Life is a ground- and irreverent, this book is the perfect companion for humdrum
breaking enterprise which offers days and wet weekends. It is a compendium of the world’s stranggood ideas for everyday living. It est, silliest and most stimulating activities.
addresses such issues as how to
find fulfilling work, how to
master the art of relationships Key points
and how better to understand,
and as necessary change, the
world - through classes, A collection of 80 imaginative games and activities designed to
therapies, books and films. It is engage and entertain without a screen. Activities include: Your
headquartered in London, with Own Orchard; Make Yourself Tiny Game; Combining Flavours;
campuses in Melbourne, Paris, Haunt Your Own House; Maps of Imaginary Places; Sock Sliding.
Amsterdam, Sao Paulo, Istanbul,
Belgrade, Antwerp, Seoul and These fun and inventive activities help develop children’s
Tel Aviv. The School of Life creativity and keep them entertained without a screen.
Press publishes books on the
most important issues of cultural No special equipment required – these games can be played using
and emotional life. Its titles are only items from around your home.
designed to entertain, educate,
console and transform.
Encourages children’s natural curiosity through learning new facts
and practising new skills.
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THE BOOK OF ME
by Alain de Botton & The School of
Life
A Children’s Journal of Self-Knowledge
Main Agent:
Caroline Dawnay
Rights sold:
UK (TSOL)
Readership: 8+
Material available: sample
spreads
Extent: 192 pp
Colour: 100 colour
illustrations

Synopsis
Children love to explore, born with a boundless desire to understand the world around them. While most of the outside world
has already been mapped, there’s a whole other world that has yet
to be discovered, one that’s accessible only to them: their own
minds.

The Book of Me is a guided journal of self-discovery. It takes readers on a journey inside themselves, helping them explore their
mind, their moods, their imagination, their conscience, and how
they determine the course of their lives. Alongside wise and enUK publication: July 2021
gaging explanations of ideas, each chapter contains a wealth of
interactive exercises that together help to create a rich and unique
self-portrait. Through writing, drawing, cutting out and colouring
in, children can begin to untangle the mysteries of existence and
work out who they really are (and who they might become…).
Combining psychology, philosophy and sheer fun, The Book of Me
is an introduction to the vital art of self-knowledge, showing how
About the author:
The School of Life is a ground- it can help us grow into calmer, wiser and more rounded human
breaking enterprise which offers beings.
good ideas for everyday living. It
addresses such issues as how to
find fulfilling work, how to Key points
master the art of relationships
and how better to understand,
and as necessary change, the Over 50 fun activities and exercises for children to help them deworld - through classes, velop their self-awareness and emotional literacy.
therapies, books and films. It is
headquartered in London, with Exercises encourage children to explore how they think, feel and
campuses in Melbourne, Paris, experience the world around them.
Amsterdam, Sao Paulo, Istanbul,
Belgrade, Antwerp, Seoul and Sections include: Exploring My Mind, Exploring My Relationsips,
Tel Aviv. The School of Life Exploring My Imagination, Exploring my Moods, and Exploring
Press publishes books on the My Future.
most important issues of cultural
and emotional life. Its titles are Thoughtful and interesting design including space to complete the
designed to entertain, educate, activities throughout.
console and transform.
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HOW TO THINK WHEN YOU
DRAW VOLUME 1, 2 & 3
by Lorenzo Etherington
The world’s most successful art tutorial books of all time on Kickstarter.
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges

Synopsis

How To Think When You Draw is an internet phenomenon, a series
of extremely accessible, heavily illustrated drawing tutorials covering every subject under the sun, designed to teach both beginners
and professionals alike. The teaching style within the books is
unique - it encourages readers to choose the drawing subjects
which are closest to their own interests, and develop their skills
from there, finding their own path through the books. This methReadership: 8+
od of interest-based learning has proved to be extremely effective,
Extent: 3 x 200 pp
and How To Think When You Draw has amassed a legion of internaUK publication: Sept 2018,
tional fans. The tutorials have been used by teachers and lecturers
Sept 2019, Sept 2020
in schools, colleges and universities.
Useful websites: http://
theetheringtonbrothers.blogspot.com/
Rights sold/under option:
UK (Kickstarter)
French (Eyrolles)
Japanese (Born Digital)
Korean (Highbrow)

Key points
About the author:
Lorenzo is an artist working
as one half of The Etherington Brothers, together with
his brother, writer Robin.
They are the creators of
several all-age comic series, as
well as Stranski and the How
To Think When You Draw
tutorials. Their client list
includes Disney, Dreamworks, Aardman, The BBC,
and many of the world's
largest book and broadsheet
publishers.

How To Think When You Draw volumes 1 and 2 smashed the
record for the most funded art books of all time on Kickstarter,
raising an impressive $1million across 2 campaigns. Book 3 has
just broken all records raising one million dollars on this campaign
alone. So all three titles have now raised well over US$2 million
on Kickstarter collectively.
The series is all-ages appropriate, with a readership age range from
8 to 80.
The series is viewed online every week by hundreds of thousands
of artists, and author/artist. Lorenzo Etherington, as one half of
the hugely popular Etherington Brothers, has close to 200,000
followers across social media.
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NEVER GROW UP!
by The Estate of Roald Dahl and
Sir Quentin Blake
A brand new picture book inspired by the exploits of some of Roald Dahl’s
most famous creations.

Synopsis

Main Agent:
Caradoc King
Rights in The Estate of
Roald Dahl’s text are controlled by DHA

An all-new Roald Dahl story that's perfect for graduation and all of
life's special moments!

Rights sold:
UK (PRH)
For rest of the world please
refer to DHA.

No vegetables, no jobs, and definitely no boredom.

UK publication:
4 May 2021

What would happen if you never had to grow up? You never had to
become a grown-up with all of the not-fun things that come with it.

A largely unexplored format in the world of Dahl, this new picture
book about staying young, adventurous, and curious is sure to enchant
and engage fans of Roald Dahl, young and old.

Key points
About the illustrator:
Quentin Blake is well
known as Roald Dahl’s
principal illustrator but
has also written and illustrated a great many picture
books of his own, such as
Mister Magnolia and Zagazoo. He was appointed
the first Children's Laureate in 1999 and received a
knighthood in the 2013
New Year’s Honours list.
He was awarded the insignia of “chevalier” of the
Legion d’Honneur
in
2014. His picture book
Clown is currently being
developed as a major animation.

A brand new picture book inspired by the work of Roald Dahl.
Sure to be a publishing event in 2021.
Brand new illustrations by Dahl’s principal illustrator.
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AUDIO RIGHTS:
ISADORA MOON series
MIRABELLE series
by Harriet Muncaster
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges

Synopsis

Audio rights sold:
UK (Bolinda)
For rest of the world please
refer to Agent

Isadora is special because she’s different. Half vampire, half fairy,
she’s totally unique! Her mum is a fairy and her dad is a vampire and
she is a bit of both. She is proud to be different, but with parents
like hers, everyday activities don’t always go to plan!

About the Author:
Harriet started her career
writing and illustrating
picture books with Penguin
US, Harper Collins US, and
Parragon Publishing. She
won the Blue Hen Book
Award for her first picture
book, I am a Witch’s Cat, and
was highly commended for
the MacMilllan Prize while
studying for her
second
Illustration degree.
Her Isadora Moon books have
sold over one million copies
worldwide, and now have a
companion series featuring
Isadora's witch fairy cousin,
Mirabelle. Harriet has recently released her first
highly-illustrated middlegrade book, Victoria Stitch:
Bad & Glittering.
She lives with her husband
and daughter near some
beautiful countryside in
Bedfordshire, England.

Mirabelle Starspell is Isadora’s magical cousin! Her mum is a witch
and her dad is a fairy, and Mirabelle is a bit of both. Mirabelle stars
in her very own adventures, perfect for children who like their magic
with a bit of mischief.

Key points
Two beautiful, charming, and funny series of first chapter books.
Irresistible pink and black artwork throughout.
Over one million copies sold.
Translated into 30 + languages.
Kelebek Media is creating a 2D animated series based around the
world of Isadora Moon.
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THE TRAITOR GAME
by B R Collins
The extraordinary debut novel from the bestselling author of The Binding.
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges

Rights sold:
UK (Bloomsbury)
Swedish (Alfabeta)
Film: United Agents
UK publication: August
2013
Material available: FC
Extent: 304 pp
Readership: older teenage
through to adult
Other books by the
author:
A TRICK OF THE DARK
TYME’S END
GAMERUNNER
MAZECHEAT
THE BROKEN ROAD
LOVE IN REVOLUTION
THE BINDING

Synopsis
There was a folded bit of A4 paper wedged into the locker. It said
Michael Thompson. Michael slid it out, and flipped it open. It said
I KNOW WHERE ARCASTER IS. That was when the bottom
dropped out of everything. Michael and Francis are best friends at
school, drawn together by their common secret - a complete
obsession with creating, crafting, adding to and poring over their
joint fantasy world, Evgard. Their friendship is put to the severest
test when Michael, thinking that Francis has betrayed their world,
takes the cold, deliberate decision not to help Francis when Francis
is the victim of a brutal attack. Michael then has to see the
consequence of his mistake, and confront his own weaknesses.
This absolutely compelling charting of the boys' friendship is
reflected in the fantasy world, as the fantasy characters and their
actions are a clear mirror of the boys' own actions in the real world.
With one difference. In the fantasy world, one of the characters
does not survive. What makes this book so sensational is that each
world, both real and fantasy, is just as gripping as the other.

Key points
An extraordinarily compelling novel that will attract many readers
at many levels and within many genres.

About the author:
Winner of the Brandford Boase Award 2009, and long-listed for
Bridget Collins’ first
the Carnegie Medal.
novel The Traitor Game, was
published to much acclaim
and was winner of the Sample reviews
Branford Boase Award 2009
and long-listed for the 2009 This is a wonderfully gripping novel for teenagers… Brain food
Carnegie Medal. Bridget’s that’s well worth feeding to your teenage boys – and stealing from
first adult novel, The Binding, them afterwards Big Issue
was published in 2019 and
has been a bestseller in both An intelligent, innovative and absorbing book by a bold new writer
Mal Peet in the Guardian
hardback and paperback.
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TYME’S END
by Bridget
B R Collins
Collins
An ambitious and satisfyingly terrifying ghost story from an award winning,
bestselling author.
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges
Rights sold:
UK (Bloomsbury)
Film: United Agents
UK publication: 2011
Material available: FC
Extent: 336 pp
Readership: older teenage
through to adult
Other books by the
author:
A TRICK OF THE DARK
THE TRAITOR GAME
GAMERUNNER
MAZECHEAT
THE BROKEN ROAD
LOVE IN REVOLUTION
THE BINDING

Synopsis
Bibi feels out of place everywhere – everywhere that is, except for
Tyme’s End, the deserted house that she breaks into when she
thinks nobody is nearby. There she unexpectedly meets Oliver
Gardner, the owner of the house, who’s just returned after ten
years away. Their story and the story of Oliver’s grandfather
becomes inextricably entwined, linked as they are by Tyme’s End
itself. For Tyme’s End is more than just a deserted house. It is a
house that by turns can be romantic, beguiling, sinister and
malevolent. It is a house that had a cruel and manipulative owner.
And anybody who enters Tyme’s End must prepare themselves for
terror . . . Part mystery, part psychological thriller, set in the
present yet with forays into the past, this is a cleverly ambitious
novel that makes for a compulsive and gripping read.

Key points
Another extraordinary and original novel from an award winning,
bestselling author.
Part mystery, part psychological thriller you will be enthralled until
the last page.

About the author:
Bridget Collins’ first
novel The Traitor Game, was
published to much acclaim
and was winner of the
Branford Boase Award 2009
and long-listed for the 2009
Carnegie Medal. Bridget’s
first adult novel, The Binding,
was published in 2019 and
has been a bestseller in both
hardback and paperback.

An ideal bookclub read

Sample reviews
…it's impossible to put the book down... I felt in the presence of
a writer of real power. The Guardian
This is a novel of exploration, containing drama, mystery and a
ghost story, which makes for an interesting, suspenseful
combination and a gripping read... The Bookette
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BIG BONES
by Laura Dockrill
Introducing Bluebelle, and her moving, hilarious take on food, body image and
how we look after ourselves and others.
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges
Rights sold:
UK (Hot Key—Emma
Matthewson)
US (Delacorte/Random
House—Beverly Horowitz)
French (Robert Laffont)
Russian (Exmo)
Film: United Agents
Readership: 11+
Extent: 390 pp
UK publication: March
2018
Useful websites:
www.lauradockrill.co.uk
Other books by the
author:
DARCY BURDOCK
LORALI
AURABEL

About the author:
Named one of the top ten
literary talents by The
Times and one of the top
twenty hot faces to watch
by Elle magazine, Laura is
a young, talented writer/
illustrator. Her Darcy Burdock series has been translated into eleven languages. New projects include a poetry collection
and a picture book.

Synopsis
It's a food diary. I have to tell the truth. That's the point.
Bluebelle, aka BB, aka Big Bones - is a sixteen-year-old girl encouraged to tackle her weight even though she's perfectly happy, thank
you, and getting on with her life and in love with food.
Then a tragedy in the family forces BB to find a new relationship
with her body and herself. . .

Key points
Laura’s reputation as a writer across many mediums is currently
skyrocketing.
Shortlisted for the YA Book Prize 2019 and published in the US by
Delacorte with the title My Ideal Boyfriend is a Croissant.
BB is a glorious, joyful, warm and unique creation of Laura
Dockrill. She sits alongside Geek Girl, Girl Online and other ‘clean
teen’ novels, but has, unapologetically, a bit more bite.

Sample reviews
Stuffed with lashings of laugh-out-loud loveliness, relatable real-life
truths and love in all its complicated, dizzying forms (food-love,
friend-love, sisterly-love, boy-love, self-love), this is, quite
simply, the best YA book about self-esteem and body image I've
ever read. Lovereading
Big Bones is the book I wish I'd had as a teenager and Bluebelle is
a friend I wish I had today. Laura has written a beautiful love
letter to some of the most important things in life: friends, family
and food. Linsdey Kelk
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BEING BILLY
by Phil Earle
Phil Earle writes starkly but sensitively about damaged children in this brilliant
page-turning novel. It moved me to tears. Jacqueline Wilson
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges
Rights sold:
UK (Puffin)
Germany (Carlsen)
The Netherlands
(Callenbach)
Film: United Agents
Material available:
Extent: 272 pp
Readership: 12+
Useful websites:
www.philearle.com
Other books by the
author:
SAVING DAISY
HEROIC
THE BUBBLE WRAP
BOY
About the author:
Phil Earle’s first job was as a
care worker in a children's
home, an experience that
influenced the ideas behind
Being Billy. He then trained as
a drama therapist and
worked in a therapeutic
c o mm u ni ty i n s ou t h
London, caring for
traumatized and abused
adolescents. Phil then chose
the more sedate lifestyle of a
bookseller, and now works
in children's publishing. Phil
is a very versatile writer most recently signing a major picture book deal with
Ladybird.

Synopsis
Faces flashed before my eyes. And for every face there was a time that they had
let me down. Each punch that landed was revenge, my chance to tell them I
hadn't forgotten what they did.
Eight years in a care home makes Billy Finn a professional lifer.
And Billy's angry - with the system, the social workers, and the
mother that gave him away. As far as Billy's concerned, he's on his
own. His little brother and sister keep him going, though they
can't keep him out of trouble. But he isn't being difficult on
purpose. Billy's just being Billy. He can't be anything else. Can he?

Key points
Shortlisted for the 2012 Waterstones Children’s Book Prize and
the Branford Boase Award.
Above all a page-turner, Being Billy is a vivid, authentic and
emotional look at life in the care system
Ultimately life-affirming and redemptive it lives with you long
after the last page

Sample reviews
It’s frightening when a debut novel is as good as Being Billy.
Marcus Sedgwick
Remained with me long after finished the final page; the true
mark of a good read. Philip Ardagh

Being Billy was a total page-turner – authentic and gritty. Billy’s
voice doesn’t falter . . .spiky, brave and compassionate.
Jenny Downham
Life-affirming, redemptive and really just rather good. Guardian
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HEROIC
by Phil Earle
A devastating story about brotherhood and sacrifice.
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges
Rights sold:
UK (Puffin)
Denmark (Flachs)
Korea (Renaissance)
Audio: Puffin
Film: United Agents
Material available:
PDF of final text/copy
UK publication:
April 2013
Extent: 304 pp
Readership:
teenage boys and girls
Useful websites:
www.philearle.com
Other books by the
author:
BEING BILLY
SAVING DAISY

Synopsis
For the past five weeks I’d prayed that I’d never see my brother’s name spelt
out in poppies. In the months that followed I often wished I had. Sonny
and Jammy McGann are survivors. They’ve had to be. Sonny
relies on big brother Jammy for everything. Jammy is his one
constant, the one he looks up to, the one he’d do anything to
please. But when Jammy goes off to fight, life starts to slide
downhill. Mam’s behaviour gets worse and Sonny battles hard to
keep food on the table, whilst dreaming constantly of his
brother’s safe return. The Jammy that returns from war, however,
is not the Jammy that left. He’s prone to violent mood swings
and verbal outbursts and is haunted by night terrors and flashbacks. For the first time in his life Sonny has to look out for
Jammy. Loyalties are tested, new and dangerous friendships
forged, until one grim night, Jammy tests Sonny to the limit.

Key points
Inspired by S E Hinton’s THE OUTSIDERS and by the battles
facing young soldiers everywhere.
Long-listed for the 2014 Carnegie Medal.

About the author:
Phil Earle’s first job was as a
care worker in a children's
home, an experience that
influenced the ideas behind
Being Billy. He then trained as
a drama therapist and
worked in a therapeutic
c o mm u ni ty i n s ou t h
London, caring for
traumatized and abused
adolescents. Phil then chose
the more sedate lifestyle of a
bookseller, and now works
in children's publishing.

BEING BILLY was shortlisted for the 2012 Waterstones
Children’s Book Prize and the Branford Boase Award.

Sample reviews
A war story, a love story, a wonderfully real story. HEROIC is
one of those very special books that gets into your head and stays
with you for ever. Kevin Brooks
I stayed up very late because I HAD to finish HEROIC. Phil
handles the extraordinary with such humanity. I loved it. Jenny
Downham
Phil Earle is fast becoming one of the few essential authors
writing YA right now. Scotsman
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THE GOOSE ROAD
by Rowena House
Private Peaceful meets The Lie Tree in a vivid tale of courage & endurance, love &
forgiveness.
Main Agent:
Jane Willis

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK (Walker—Mara Bergman)
Lithuanian (Nieko Rimto)

France, 1916. Fourteen-year-old peasant Angélique Lacroix is
battling to save her family’s farm as a sanctuary for her troubled
soldier-brother to come home to after World War I. But when the
army requisitions her livestock, they also bankrupt the farm. With
bailiffs on their way to throw them off their land, Angélique seizes
one last chance to mend the past and protect her family’s future by
herding her flock of Toulouse geese across war-torn France to sell
them at a Christmas market near the Front.

Film: United Agents
Readership: 11+
UK pub: April 2018
Extent: 384 pp
Useful websites:
https://rowenahouse.com/

Key points
Short-listed for the Branford Boase Award 2019.
About the author:
Rowena House is a
journalist as well as a writer.
She has lived and worked in
France, Africa and Belgium
as a Reuter’s foreign correspondent, and covered the
fall of Addis Ababa at the
end of Ethiopia’s 30 year
civil war. More recently she
has settled in Devon with
her husband and son, but
continues to work as a
freelance journalist. In 2013,
she won a short story competition run by Andersen
Press, which published her
winning entry, The Marshalling of Angélique’s Geese, in
War Girls. This is her
novelisation of that story.

A deeply moving story which lives with you from the first page
until the very last, and lingers long after you’ve put it down.
Immaculately researched, it has an incredibly authentic feel of time
and place, alongside gorgeous writing.
A fascinating glimpse at the impact of the First World War from
the French point of view.

Sample reviews
A gorgeous historical novel … with a tenacious heroine. The
Bookseller
A gem … House is a wonderful storyteller. The Telegraph
A beautiful historical quest bursting with resilience & hope. South
Wales Evening Post
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1984.4
by Philip Kerr
A highly topical novel—a homage to Orwell's classic and one that shows that
the power of love is stronger than any repression.
Main Agent:
Caradoc King

Synopsis

Rights sold:
Germany (Rowohlt)
Russia (Kompass)
Turkey (Alpha Basim)

Set in 2034.4, Florence is a keen new recruit to the ‘Renfs’ or
Retirement Enforcers. At 16 she is a government sanctioned killer.
Everyone must have a CT scan at the age of 50 which determines
the age at which their mental decline will begin. They must agree to
voluntary euthanasia within two years of the start of their anticipated decline. Those who refuse when they reach the appointed age
are sorted out by the Renfs, and if they resist capture they are
killed. This makes perfect sense to Florence – as life expectancy has
increased, the older members of the population need to free up the
increasingly scarce resources for the younger ones.

Film: United Agents
Readership: 12+
Material available: ms
Extent: 320 pp
German publication:
January 2021
Other children’s books:
THE CHILDREN OF THE
LAMP series
THE MOST FRIGHTENING STORY EVER TOLD
FREDERICK THE GREAT
DETECTIVE
About the author:
Philip Kerr is a best-selling
author who sadly passed
away in 2018. He is best
known for his adult thrillers
about private-eye Bernie
Gunther. The final
instalment, Metropolis, was
published in 2019. He is
also a children’s author of
the seven volume Children
of the Lamp series (20042011). His works have been
translated into 36 languages
and many have been sold
for film.

However Florence’s belief system is shattered when her own
mother is diagnosed with Early Onset Dementia. When she has her
test and agrees to submit herself to euthanasia in a year’s time, an
old man who introduces Florence to books and poetry, a gorgeous
boy and an old black and white movie make her question Big
Brother and re-think everything she thought she believed in.

Key Points
Unpublished at the time of his death, this is Philip’s Kerr’s unique
re-imagining of 1984, set in 2034.
A fast paced adventure story, it gives a modern twist to the concept
of Big Brother.

Rowohlt will publish in Germany in January 2021 alongside a
beautiful new edition of 1984 which comes out of copyright in that
year.
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NOWHERE ON EARTH
by Nick Lake
'Action and excitement and deep emotion. Gorgeous.' Cecelia Ahern
Main Agent:
Caradoc King

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK (Hodder—Emma
Goldhawk)
US (Knopf/Random
House—Melanie Cecka)

Sixteen-year-old Emily and her little brother Aidan are on board a
plane bound for Anchorage. When the plane crashes, both kids
and the pilot barely escape with their lives and are left to fight for
survival in the Alaskan wilderness. But there is worse to come Emily and Aidan are being chased, and their shady, unknown
pursuers are closing in.

Film: United Agents
Material: edited ms
Extent: 400 pp
Readership: 11+
UK publication: January
2019
Other books by the
author:
BLOOD NINJA series
IN DARKNESS
HOSTAGE THREE
THERE WILL BE LIES
WHISPER TO ME
SATELLITE

About the author:
Nick Lake was born in
Britain but grew up in
Luxembourg, where his
father worked for the
European Parliament. Nick
works in publishing by day
and writes in every spare
moment he can find. He
lives near Oxford with his
wife and family, and his long
commute to work gives his
imagination time to explore
places he's never visited.

As the kids go on the run, Emily finds herself in greater danger
than she could have imagined. Because nothing in her life is what it
seems - not even the things she holds dearest of all...

Key points
Short-listed for the Carnegie Medal 2020.
An edge of your seat mystery story by a master of the genre—
Nick’s first children’s novel for several years.
With no small nod to ET, exploring the good and bad of life on
earth, this has the potential to become a children’s classic.

Nick Lake won the prestigious Printz Medal 2013 for In Darkness.
He has twice been short-listed for the Carnegie Medal.

Sample reviews
I love Nick Lake's writing. I would read anything he wrote - grocery
list, email etc., because his writing, always, is so real and so brave.
He takes on subjects other writers might avoid, and he writes the
hell out of them. Jennifer Niven
Every scene is awesome in the most reverent sense of the word.
Bursts with wonder and love. Kirkus on SATELLITE
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THE MISSING trilogy
by Sophie McKenzie
Fast-paced thrillers that will keep you glued to the edge of your seats.
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges

Rights sold:
UK (S&S)
Brazil (Verus)
Denmark (Carlsen)
Germany (Luebbe)
Netherlands (De Fontein)

Synopsis
Girl, Missing: Lauren has always known she was adopted but
when a little research on the internet for a school project turns up

the possibility that she was snatched from an American family as a
baby, suddenly Lauren’s life seems like a sham. How can she find
her biological parents? And are her adoptive parents really
responsible for kidnapping her? The circumstances of her disappearance are murky and Lauren’s original kidnappers are still at
large and willing to do anything to keep her silent . .
Film: United Agents
Sister, Missing: A few days into a holiday one of Lauren’s sisters
First UK publication: 2006 disappears in very similar circumstances to her own disappearance
Extent: 320 pp
two years before. Can Lauren save her sister and stop the nightReadership:
mare happening all over again?
11+, girls and boys who love Missing Me: When Madison learns that her biological father was a
thrillers
sperm donor, she sets out to track him down. Her search bears
Useful websites:
fruit sooner than she expects, but is the father she discovers all he
www.sophiemckenziebooks. seems?
com
Titles in the trilogy:
Key points
GIRL, MISSING
SISTER, MISSING
Girl, Missing has sold over 150,000 copies in the UK trade and in
MISSING ME
total Sophie’s children’s titles together have sold over 1 million
copies in the UK.

Sophie has won over 20 national and regional awards, and
almost every prize voted for by children’s themselves.
About the author:
Sophie McKenzie has been a
journalist, editor, receptionist, waitress, au pair, tutor,
and usherette. Now an author whose profile is skyhigh, Sophie lives in London
with her son. Her first adult
novel was published in 2013.

Sample reviews
Written with assurance and style, this is page-turning material.
The Independent
This entertaining book will have you gripped for hours. Sunday
Express

A real page-turner, filled with excitement, mystery, suspense and
danger. Waterstone’s Guide to Kids’ Books 2008
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THE BOOK OF DUST (BOOK 2): THE SECRET
COMMONWEALTH
by Philip Pullman
An adventure for our times: a thought-provoking look at what it is to understand yourself and to grow up and make sense of the world around you.
Main Agent:
Caradoc King

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK and US—PRH in conjunction with David Fickling
Books
Film/TV: United Agents

Lyra is no longer a child. The Secret Commonwealth is set 20 years after
the events of La Belle Sauvage: The Book of Dust Volume One unfolded,
and seven years after readers left Lyra and Will Parry on a park
bench in Oxford’s Botanic Gardens in The Amber Spyglass, the final
book in the His Dark Materials series.

UK paperback publication: Global in scale, The Secret Commonwealth: The Book of Dust Volume
17 September 2020
Two sees Lyra, now an independent young woman, forced to
navigate a complex and dangerous new world as she ventures far
Other information can be
beyond the edges of Oxford, across Europe and into Asia, in
supplied upon request.
search of an elusive town said to be haunted by dæmons. As well as
taking readers on an exhilarating journey into places that are at
once familiar and extraordinary, the book is a timely exploration of
About the author:
Philip Pullman was born in what it is to be human, to grow up and make sense of the world
Norwich, UK, in 1946 and around us, from one of the UK’s greatest writers.
educated in England,
Zimbabwe, Australia and Key points
Wales. He studied English at
Exeter College, Oxford. His The paperback edition is currently a No. 1 bestseller and includes
most famous work is the His exclusive new original illustrations by Chris Wormell.
Dark Materials trilogy: Northern Lights, The Subtle Knife and La Belle Sauvage was a No 1 bestseller in the UK; the first ever chilThe Amber Spyglass. A multi- dren’s book to reach the No. 1 spot on the ebook chart; winner of
award winning
trilogy Waterstones Book of the Year and Philip Pullman was Author of
prizes include the Carnegie the Year at the British Book Awards 2018.
Medal (and the Carnegie of
Carnegies—chosen as the
best winner over the last 70
years), the Guardian Children's Book Award, a Sample reviews
‘Nibbie’ for Best Book of
the Year and the Whitbread [Pullman] has created a fantasy world, made yet more satisfying in
(now the Costa) - the first rigour and stylistic elegance. This is a book for getting older
time in the history of that with. Guardian, Book of the Week
prize that it was given to a
Lyra is all grown up in a rich, vivid sequel. Telegraph
children's book.
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THE SALLY LOCKHART MYSTERIES
by Philip Pullman
Rip-roaring adventures set in the underbelly of Victorian London.

Main Agent:
Caradoc King

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK (Scholastic)
Film/TV: United Agents
Extent: 256 pp
Readers: 12+
UK and US publication:
First published in 2003

Sally is sixteen and uncommonly pretty. Her knowledge of English
literature, French, history, art and music is non-existent, but she
has a thorough grounding in military tactics, can run a business,
ride like a Cossack and shoot straight with a pistol. When her dear
father is drowned in suspicious circumstances in the South China
Sea, Sally is left to fend for herself, an orphan and alone in the
smoky fog of Victorian London.

Other information can be
supplied upon request.

Though she doesn't know it, Sally is already in terrible danger.
Soon the mystery and the danger will deepen - and at the rotten
heart of it all lies the deadly secret of the ruby in the smoke... The
Ruby in the Smoke is the first in a series of adventure stories featuring Sally Lockhart—other titles include The Shadow in the North, The
Tiger in the Well and The Tin Princess.

About the author:
Philip Pullman was born in
Norwich, UK, in 1946 and
educated in England,
Zimbabwe, Australia and
Wales. He studied English at
Exeter College, Oxford. His
most famous work is the His
Dark Materials trilogy: Northern Lights, The Subtle Knife and
The Amber Spyglass. A multiaward winning
trilogy
prizes include the Carnegie
Medal (and the Carnegie of
Carnegies—chosen as the
best winner over the last 70
years), the Guardian Children's Book Award, a
‘Nibbie’ for Best Book of
the Year and the Whitbread
(now the Costa) - the first
time in the history of that
prize that it was given to a
children's book.

Key points
A cracking adventure, cleverly plotted, bristling with excitement
and brilliantly gripping.
An intriguing insight into the injustice and inequality of Victorian
society, making it rich and fascinating reading for older children,
teenagers and adults.

Sample reviews
A rip-roaring adventure story filled with cutthroat villains,
dastardly deeds, sleazy opium dens, filthy London slums, and a
delightful heroine…Splendid descriptions, plot twists and turns,
and understated humor engage readers in this tale of murder,
mayhem, and mystery. School Library Journal (starred
review)
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HOW KIRSTY JENKINS STOLE THE
ELEPHANT
by Elen Caldecott
A warm, funny and moving novel about family relationships, dealing with bereavement, green beans and marrows.
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges
Rights sold:
UK (Bloomsbury)
Simplified Chinese (Aurora)
Film: United Agents
Material available: fc
UK publication: 2009
Extent: 272 pp
Readership:
8+ girls and boys
Useful websites:
www.elencaldecott.com
Other books by the author:
HOW KIRSTY JENKINS
STOLE THE ELEPHANT
HOW ALI FERGUSON
SAVED HOUDINI
OPERATION EIFFEL
TOWER
About the author:
Elen Caldecott was an
archaeologist, a nurse, a
theatre manager and a museum security guard. One day,
looking around the museum,
she realised that there is a
way to steal anything if only
you think about it hard
enough - which led to How
Kirsty Jenkins Stole the Elephant. The author of severalchildren’s books Elen’s first
YA novel, The Short Knife,
has just been published by
Andersen Press.

Synopsis
Kirsty Jenkins adores the allotment her grandfather lovingly tends
and, just before he dies, he asks Kirsty to look after it for him. But
when horrible Mr Thomas from the council insists it must go to
the next person on the waiting list, Kirsty is determined to find a
way to keep her promise. After pleading with Mr Thomas and
demonstrating at the council offices, Kirsty and her half-siblings
undertake their most daring plan of all: to ‘borrow’ the stuffed
elephant from the museum that Mr Thomas loves so much, in a
last-ditch attempt to gain his attention and understanding. Perhaps
this risky ruse might also shake Kirsty’s dad from the quiet sadness
he has fallen into ever since her grandfather died.

Key points
Shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize.
A marvellously funny, contemporary adventure.
A book about making yourself heard when no one is listening.
A poignant background about dealing with loss and how step
families can work together.

Sample reviews
Its ingenious ideas, humour and clear, unfussy style keep the
pages turning speedily to the feel-good conclusion, which is
moving without being mawkish. . . It will prompt the most
enjoyable tears. Nicolette Jones, The Sunday Times.
This is a brilliantly accomplished debut that packs a lot of punch .
. . It’s a warm, funny and moving novel that can’t fail to bring to
the fore a range of mixed emotion for the reader. It’s also proof
that children can make a real difference if they are determined
enough. Lovereading4kids
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FROST HOLLOW HALL
by Emma Carroll
From the queen of historical fiction—her debut novel. A ghostly tale about
love, loss and forgiveness with an instant classic feel.
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK (Faber—Alice Swan)
Germany (Thienemann)
Hungary (Mano Konyvek)
Russia (Kachelly)
Film: United Agents
Readership: 10 + girls
Extent: 360 pp
First UK publication:
October 2013
Other books by the author:
THE GIRL WHO
WALKED ON AIR

The gates to Frost Hollow Hall loomed before us. They were great tall things,
the ironwork all twisted leaves and queer-looking flowers. And they were very
definitely shut. Tilly's heart sinks. Will's at the door of their cottage,
daring her to come ice-skating up at Frost Hollow Hall. No-one
goes near the place these days. Rumour has it that the house is
haunted . . . Ten years ago the young heir, Kit Barrington,
drowned there in the lake. But Tilly never turns down a dare.
Then it goes horribly wrong. The ice breaks, Tilly falls through and
almost drowns. At the point of death, a beautiful angel appears in
the water and saves her. Kit Barrington's ghost. Kit needs Tilly to
solve the mystery of his death, so that his spirit can rest in peace.
In order to discover all she can, Tilly gets to work as a maid at
Frost Hollow Hall. But the place makes her flesh crawl. It's all
about the dead here, she's told, and in the heart of the house she
soon discovers all manner of dark secrets . . .

About the author:
Emma was a secondary
school English teacher before becoming a full time
writer. Her second novel,
‘The Girl Who Walked On
Air’ was nominated for the
Carnegie Medal. 'Letters
From The Lighthouse', was
chosen as a 'Waterstones
Book of the Month', as was
'Secrets of a Sun King'. Both
books are popular choices in
the Key Stage Two classroom. Emma's latest story,
'The Somerset Tsunami' was
selected by indie booksellers
as their 'Book of the
Month', and was 'The Times
Children's Book of the
Week'.

Key points
Winner of North East Book Aware, long-listed for the Branford
Boase Award 2014; a LoveReading4Kids Best Book of 2013 and
one of the most highly reviewed children’s books of the year.

A tight, suspenseful, historical adventure with the chill of a
Victorian ghost story.
A wonderful, strong, impulsive heroine who will resonate with
contemporary readers.

Sample reviews
A beautiful debut, that touches on the classics of childhoods gone
by. Serendipity Reviews
Emma Carroll is a real find and Frost Hollow Hall is a perfect
ghostly mystery for fans of Eva Ibbotson. We Love This Book
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BINDI BABES
by Narinder Dhami
‘A fresh voice and fun characters that girls will love’ Jacqueline Wilson

Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges
Rights Sold:
UK: PRH
First UK publication: June
2003
Extent: 192 pp
Readership: 9+
Useful websites:
www.narinderdhami.com
Other books in the series:
BHANGRA BABES
BOLLYWOOD BABES
SUPERSTAR GAMES
SUNITA’S SECRET
DANI’S DIARY
About the author:
Narinder Dhami now lives in
Cambridge with her husband
and five cats. She is
probably most well-known
for her novelisation of the
hit British movie Bend It Like
Beckham.
She has also
written many of the bestselling Rainbow Fairy books
(under a pseudonym).
Narinder’s series of books
about the Bindi Babes are
published by Random House
in the UK and US and
widely in translation.
A
hugely prolific and multitalented author Narinder has
recently been writing the tieins to the new Mallory Towers TV series.

Synopsis
Three feisty, fun-loving Anglo-Asian sisters rule the roost over
their dad since their mum died. They've got a reputation at school
for being the coolest, most sorted babes in town - and what they
certainly DON'T need is an interfering Auntie-ji from India
inviting herself over to England and cramping their style. Which is
exactly what their dad organizes.
The girls decide the only way out of this nagging-adult dilemma is
an arranged marriage - for their auntie! Enter Mr Arora, the dream
boat teacher who just might whisk Auntie off in his arms and into
the sunset. (They hope!)

Key points
Instantly adorable, funny, warm and genuine series of books.
Lively, multi-cultural role models.
Charming, funny, poignant and perfectly constructed.

Deals with issues such as loss, loneliness, racism, and superficial
values with a deft lightness of touch .

Sample reviews:
Highly entertaining. Guardian
Engaging, likeable and lively role models, well-observed dialogue
and just a hint of romance provides great entertainment value and
a throughly absorbing read. Carousel
Entertaining. Teaching and Learning
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The DARCY BURDOCK series
by Laura Dockrill
It's time for a new, cool, all-conquering girl character for tweens - meet Darcy
Burdock.
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges
Rights sold:
UK (Random House)
Bulgaria (Artline)
Chinese simplified (Hebei)
Croatia (Mozaik)
Denmark (Flachs)
Germany (Heyne)
Hungary (Kossuth)
Italy (Fanucci)
Czech (Argo)
Latvia (Zvaigzne ABC)
Slovak (Enigma)
Turkey (Nemesis)

Film: United Agents
Readership: 8+ girls
Extent: 278 pp
Useful websites:
www.lauradockrill.co.uk
Books in the series:
DARCY BURDOCK—
February 2013
HI SO MUCH—February
2014
SORRY ABOUT ME—July
2014
OH, OBVIOUSLY—June
2015
ANGOSAURUS REX—
February 2017

Synopsis
Ten-year-old Darcy Burdock is one of life's noticers. Curious,
smart-as-a-whip, funny and fiercely loyal, she sees the
extraordinary in the everyday and the wonder in the world around
her. Join Darcy and her family as they navigate through a hilarious
series of mishaps, all narrated through Darcy’s funny and totally
original voice.
Can the power of Darcy's colourful, wild, glittering imagination
turn all her troubles around? You’ll have to read to find out!

Key points
Shortlisted for the 2014 Waterstones Children’s Book Prize.
Britain’s answer to Jeff Kinney and the Wimpy Kid, Darcy Burdock
is taking the children’s book world by storm.

The National Theatre have optioned the stage play.
About the author:
Named one of the top ten
literary talents by The Times Sample reviews
and one of the top twenty
hot faces to watch by ELLE A lively, highly entertaining story about an endearing, imaginative,
magazine, Laura is a young, ten year old girl. Jacqueline Wilson
talented writer/illustrator
who is a graduate of the Wow, what a stormer! It’s wonderful to have the voice of
Brits School of Performing someone as young and as funny in the children’s books world.
Michael Rosen
Arts.
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A ROOM FULL OF CHOCOLATE
by Jane Elson
A gorgeous story of courage and friendship that will tug at your heart strings.

Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges

Synopsis

Grace's fun-loving Mum has found a lump. Her north London
world of sleepovers, tap dancing and playing the clarinet fall apart
when she is sent to live with her grumpy old granddad on his farm
in Yorkshire while her mother goes into hospital to get better.
Grace misses her mother so much it hurts, and doesn't quite
understand what is happening to her. And things go from bad to
worse when she starts school and becomes the bullies' newest
Film: United Agents
target. But Grace is no longer alone when she meets the wild
First UK publication: 2014 Megan and her pig, Claude - when she's with them she feels as if
Extent: 256 pp
she can confront anything. At Easter time when Grace misses
Readership: 8+
her mum the most, she knows she must find a way to get to
Useful websites:
London. With Megan's help, she hatches a plan to run away that
www.janeelsoncom
involves Claude, chocolate Easter eggs and a risky ID swap. But
Other titles by the author: it's all worth it if it means that she finally gets to see her mum.
HOW TO FLY WITH
BROKEN WINGS
Key points
SWIMMING TO THE
MOON
Winner of the 2014 Leeds Book Award and the 2015 Peter’s
WILL YOU CATCH ME?
Book Award and nominated for a string of awards, including the
2014 Carnegie Medal, the 2015 Branford Boase Award.
Rights sold:
UK (Hodder)
China (Beijing Publishing)
Germany (CBJ/Random
House)

About the author:
Jane is an experienced drama
and writing workshop leader,
writing award-winning plays
for young people. She works
at Italia Conti teaching
drama; with young
offenders; with young people
with learning difficulties and
is one of the Soho Theatre’s
hub writers. She could not
be less phased by the
prospect of getting out in
front of young people to
promote her novels! She
lives in North London.

Both contemporary and wonderfully traditional it has hints of I
Capture The Castle, A Dog Called Homeless or Love Aubrey.

Sample reviews
A really moving debut, tackling big issues such as parental illness
and bullying. Another one for fans of Sarah Lean and Cathy
Cassidy. The Bookseller
Honestly, honestly, honestly, this story is just lovely. It's simply
told and easy to read but it's also beautifully written…It's sad at
times but it's also full of joy - the joy of a new friendship and a
new grandparent, and the joy of days to come, whatever life
throws at us. Highly, highly recommended. 5 stars
The Bookbag
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THE MUTE BUTTON
by Ellie Irving
An hilarious new story about making yourself heard in the midst of chaos.

Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges
Rights sold:
UK (PRH)
France (Bayard)
Film: United Agents
Material available: FC
UK publication:
June 2014
Extent: 320 pp
Readership:
8+ boys and girls
Useful websites:
www.ellieirving.com

Synopsis
Ten-year-old Anthony Button loves his big family, but their noise
can drive him crazy. And with the arrival of a brand-new older
brother, it’s worse than ever! So Ant starts a silent protest to try
and get everyone’s attention. But with a school presentation about
his family tree looming large, classmates who taunt him for being
a Mute Ant and a new brother on the scene who's trying to take
Dad away from them all, Anthony finds that sometimes silence
isn't so golden.

Key points

Laugh out loud fun for 8+ boys and girls about feeling left out
Other books by the author: and undervalued.
THE MATILDA EFFECT
Shortlisted for the 2015 East Sussex Award voted for by over 50
FLEECED
schools.
ON THE RECORD
BILLIE TEMPLAR’S WAR
Billie Templar’s War has won the 2013 James Reckitt Book Award
as well as being shortlisted for the Sheffield book Awards 2013.
It is long-listed for the UKLA Book Awards 2014.
About the author:
Ellie was born into a family
of avid readers. After
studying a 4 year
Broadcasting Degree at the Sample reviews:
University of Leeds, Ellie
realised there were too few BRILLIANT - utterly gripping, well written and one my 2014
home makeover shows in favourites so far. For any 9+ readers out there, this is a must-read.
the world, and worked on a The Mute Button is a fantastic book, brilliantly realised and featuring
number of DIY and Garden one of the best literary families I've had the pleasure of meeting.
programmes for UK Style. Wondrous Reads
Ellie returned to studying
and graduated from an MA The Mute Button is a funny book - it will make you laugh out loud at
in Screenwriting course at times but it will also make you cry. We Love This Book
the London College of
Communication in 2008.
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THE THORNTHWAITE
INHERITANCE
by Gareth P Jones
Imagine, if you can, The Twits meets Agatha Christie meets the Addams
Family... Learning Support Magazine
Main Agent:
Jodie Hodges
Rights sold:
UK (Bloomsbury)
Czech (Mlada Fronta)
France (Bayard)
Norway (Mangshou)
Sweden (Bonnier Carlsen)
First UK publication:
July 2009
Extent: 288 pp
Readership:
10+, girls and boys who love
Lemony Snicket and
Spiderwick
Useful websites:
www.garethwrites.co.uk
Other books by the
author:
The Thornthwaite Betrayal
The Considine Curse

About the author:
His books include two series,
The Dragon Detective
Agency
and Ninja Meerkats. Other
books include, The Considine
Curse which won the Blue Peter Book of the Year Prize
2012. Space Crime Conspiracy
and The Thornthwaite Inheritance,
which won the Hounslow Junior Book Award, the Calderdale Book Award, Leicester
Children's Book Award, Sefton Super Reads, and Doncaster Awards to name but a few.

Synopsis
Ovid and Lorelli Thornthwaite have been trying to kill each other
for so long that neither twin can remember which act of attempted
murder came first. But whoever struck first, trying to take each
other's lives is simply what they do. Until one day a lawyer arrives
at their house to take stock of its contents, and his accompanying
son attracts their attention. Soon a new battle evolves - one in
which the twins have to work together to solve the mystery of
their parents' deaths. Can Lorelli and Ovid overcome their old
animosities, and will they ever get to finish that game of chess?

Key points
Pacy, fun, scary stuff for 10 years olds and up.
Winner of most major awards voted for by children.
A sequel, The Thornthwaite Betrayal was published by Hot Key
Books in October 2016.

Sample reviews
Blackly comic, with its compelling cover and all the fun of taking
sibling rivalry to a fantastical extreme, this book is surely material
for a film. Children's Book of the week, The Times
Unputdownable story with a cracking mixture of humour, menace
and adventure. Primary Times
Permeated by an ironic and original humour . . . there is much for
a young reader to relish. Books for Keeps
Beautifully simple comic ideas that children instantly love . . . This
is a book certain to make family holidays go with a bang. The
Times
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NORTHERN LIGHTS
ILLUSTRATED EDITION
by Philip Pullman with Chris Wormell
A dark powerhouse of subtlety, energy and mythos. My daughter and I read it till
the spine cracked. Does a book receive a greater compliment? Independent
Main Agent:
Caradoc King

Synopsis

Rights sold:
Refer to agent

To celebrate the 25th anniversary of Northern Lights comes a
stunning full-colour illustrated gift hardback, with breathtaking art
throughout by Chris Wormell.

UK Publication: Nov 2020

The three books which make up His Dark Materials trilogy –
Northern Lights (called The Golden Compass in the US), The Subtle
Titles in the trilogy:
Knife and The Amber Spyglass) are modern classics, with over 20 milNORTHERN LIGHTS
lion copies sold. They are true “crossover” books, being read by
THE SUBTLE KNIFE
adults with as much pleasure as children. (Interestingly in some
THE AMBER SPYGLASS countries they are published as juvenile titles, in others as adult
books; and in others they are sold in both editions.) Northern Lights
Useful websites:
was the joint winner of the Guardian Children's Fiction award,
www.philip-pullman.com
won the prestigious Carnegie Award and has also won the
“Carnegie of Carnegies” – chosen as the best of the winners over
Other books by the
the last 70 years. It also won the ‘Nibbie’, the publishing
author:
profession’s equivalent of the Oscar, for the best children’s book
THE SALLY LOCK- of the year.
HEART QUARTET:
THE RUBY IN THE The trilogy is being made into a major BBC/HBO TV series with
SMOKE
a multi-award winning cast. Season 2 will launch this Autumn.
THE SHADOW IN THE
NORTH
Sample reviews
THE TIGER IN THE
WELL
Pullman combines impeccable characterisations and seamless plotTHE TIN PRINCESS
THE NEW CUT GANG ting, maintaining a crackling pace to create almost unbearable
tension. Publisher’s Weekly
SERIES:
THE GAS-FITTER’S
This is a stunning, dense and deep novel set in a universe which is
BALL
THUNDERBOLT’S WAX ours but not, and which jumbles the cabbalism, intricate
WORKS
scholarly debates and dirt of the late sixteenth century with the
COUNT KARLSTEIN
spooky quantum physics and apocalyptic fears of a possible
I WAS A RAT!
future. It has fierce 12-year-old heroine, a host of fantastical charTHE BROKEN BRIDGE
acters, a narrative that is quest-propelled, funny, and unquenchably
THE SCARECROW AND
imaginative, and an intellectual vigour that treats children’s curiosHIS SERVANT
ity with proper adult respect. Observer
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LYRA’S OXFORD
by Philip Pullman
A magical story from the world of HIS DARK MATERIALS trilogy.
Main Agent:
Caradoc King

Rights sold:
UK and US—PRH in conjunction with David Fickling
Books
French (Gallimard)
Russian (AST)
Film/TV: United Agents
Extent: 80 pp
UK and US publication:
First published in 2003

About the author:
Philip Pullman was born in
Norwich, UK, in 1946 and
educated in England,
Zimbabwe, Australia and
Wales. He studied English at
Exeter College, Oxford. His
most famous work is the His
Dark Materials trilogy: Northern Lights, The Subtle Knife and
The Amber Spyglass. A multiaward winning trilogy prizes
include the Carnegie Medal
(and the Carnegie of Carnegies—chosen as the best
winner over the last 70
years), the Guardian Children's Book Award, a
‘Nibbie’ for Best Book of
the Year and the Whitbread
(now the Costa) - the first
time in the history of that
prize that it was given to a
children's book.

Synopsis
Two years after the conclusion of The Amber Spyglass, Lyra and
her daemon Pantalaimon sit high on the roof of Jordan College,
gazing down on the streets of Oxford. But their peace is shattered
by a flock of enraged starlings, who seem intent on knocking
another bird out of the sky – a bird that Lyra and Pan quickly realise is a witch’s daemon. The daemon carries worrying tidings of a
terrible sickness spreading in the north, and claims that only Lyra
can help him – but is he really friend, or foe?
Illustrated throughout with exquisite wood-cut engravings by John
Lawrence, this beautifully packaged story also contains a map and
other missives that seem to have slipped from Lyra’s world into
our own.

Key points
Winner of Author of the Year at the British Book Awards and
winner of Waterstones Book of the Year.
It's very sumptuous and lovingly crafted - a perfect companion to
the author’s bestselling trilogy, His Dark Materials. Now a major
BBC/HBO TV series.

Sample reviews for NORTHERN LIGHTS
High-octane adventure accompanies ingenious plotting.
The Times
An utter joy . . . generous, frightening, thrilling, clever and
ingenious. Scotsman
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ONCE UPON A TIME IN THE NORTH
by Philip Pullman
A fast-paced mesmerising episode from the world of HIS DARK MATERIALS
trilogy.
Main Agent:
Caradoc King
Rights sold:
UK and US—PRH in conjunction with David Fickling
Books
French (Gallimard)
Russian (AST)
Film/TV: United Agents
Extent: 112 pp
UK and US publication:
First published in 2008

Synopsis
When Lyra is studying at Oxford University, she comes across the
story of Lee Scoresby and Iorek Byrnisson's first meeting, many
years ago, along with much evidence of the adventure that brought
them together.
She discovers that when a young Texan balloonist Lee came down
to earth in the harbour of an Arctic town in the North, little did he
realise that he is about to be caught in a war between the residents
of the town and the huge arctic bears that also live there. And
when Lee meets one of these bears - Iorek - for the first time, they
cement a friendship that will continue throughout their lives, as the
tensions in the town threaten to erupt ...

Key points
Fast paced and powerful this is an absorbing, intelligent read.—
giving us an extraordinary new insight into this world.
Small and elegant, the book is exquisitely illustrated with woodcuts by John Lawrence and rounded off with bits of memorabilia
including a newspaper clipping giving a different spin on events
plus a board game.
Along with Lyra’s Oxford it is the perfect gift for fans of His Dark
Materials trilogy—currently a major BBC/HBO TV series.

Sample reviews
Tantalisingly short, irresistibly snappy and full of dangerous derring-do. Independent
This is a real treat, and easily one of the publishing highlights of
the year that will be devoured by fans old and new.
The Bookseller
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I WAS A RAT, or THE SCARLET SLIPPERS
by Philip Pullman

. A fairy tale filled with fun and magic for young and old.
Main Agent:
Caradoc King

Rights sold:
UK (PRH)
Simplified Chinese (China
Children’s)
French (Gallimard)
Italian (Salani)
Korean (Nonjang)
Lithuanian (Nieko Rimto)
Film/TV: United Agents
Extent: 240pp
Readers: 9+
UK and US publication:
First published 1999

Synopsis
I was a Rat! Roger insists, and insists . . . In fact, when Bob the
cobbler and his washerwoman wife, Joan, find the young boy abandoned on their doorstep, these are the only words he says. And he
does have ratty behaviour, it's true.
Staying with Bob and Joan, however, Roger learns quickly to behave more like a human child. They try to find his parents, but the
orphanage, police and hospital all have nothing on their records
about a lost boy in the city. What is the truth? As more and more
people find out about Roger the mysterious rat-boy he faces more
and more danger. But sometimes help comes from the most unexpected of places . . .

Key points
An intriguing and exciting tale of chance and misfortune for all
ages.
With wonderful illustrations from Peter Bailey.

Sample reviews
[A]

perfectly shaped story . . . a fairy tale, an adventure, a parody
and certainly a book that shines. Literacy and Learning
Fairy tale, satire, slapstick humour and suspenseful melodrama…
a glorious tale. Guardian
A comic genius of children's fiction. The Times
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THE ADVENTURES OF THE NEW CUT
GANG
by Philip Pullman
Filled with silly sleuthing, improbable disguises, crazy ruses, and merry mayhem,
these stories are action-packed romps from one of the best storytellers.
Main Agent:
Caradoc King

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK (PRH)
Simplified Chinese (Aurora)

Thunderbolt, Benny, Bridie and Sharky Bob are a mixed bunch of
vagabonds and urchins who come together to form the New Cut
Gang in two comic tales of stolen silver, skulduggery and desperadoes. Fake coins are turning up all over Lambeth and the finger of
Film/TV: United Agents
suspicion is pointing at Thunderbolt's dad - could he really be the
Extent: 352pp (two volumes) forger? The crime-busting New Cut Gang come to the rescue! And
Readers: 9+
when just two clues - a blob of wax and a Swedish match - are disUK and US publication:
covered at the scene of a break-in, the children find themselves on
First published in 1994
the trail of an extremely cunning criminal.
Set in late Victorian London, these two action-packed thrillers have
now been put together in a single volume - with new illustrations
throughout from Horrible Histories illustrator, Martin Brown.

Key points
Two action-packed classic thrillers from one of our best-known
authors.
Filled with silly sleuthing, improbable disguises, crazy ruses, and
merry mayhem.

Sample reviews
Fast, funny - gripping stuff. The Sunday Times
Another cracker from Pullman. Guardian
An extraordinary writer. Observer
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THE SPRITE SISTERS series
by Sheridan Winn
Four sisters. Four elements. Four powers. About to be a major feature film.

Main Agent:
Jane Willis
Rights sold:
Germany (S Fischer)
Poland (Akapit)
First German publication of
the third prequel, ASH’S
STORY: October 2018
Extent: 244pp
Readership: 7-12 years
Useful websites:
www.sheridanwinn.com
Titles in the series:
THE CIRCLE OF POWER
THE MAGIC UNFOLDS
THE SECRET OF THE TOWER
NEW MAGIC
THE BOY WITH HAWK-LIKE
EYES
MAGIC AT DRYSDALE’S
SCHOOL
THE MYSTERY OF THE
LOCKED ROOM
A WISDOM OF OWLS
THE POWER OF FOUR
FLAME’S STORY

Synopsis
In the gently undulating countryside of North Norfolk is a huge,
mysterious house, with rolling grounds. This is Sprite Towers, the
home of the Sprite family. Magic runs through the Sprite family,
but not all of it is good and nobody knows who has it. Unknown
to their parents, the four Sprite Sisters each has a magical power
that relates to one of the elements of Fire, Water, Earth & Air.
When little Ariel gains her power of Air on her ninth birthday,
dark forces are soon at work to hurt the sisters. The Sprite Sisters
must work together and balance their power, to keep themselves
and Sprite Towers safe from harm.

Key points
A 14 volume series following the magical adventures of the four
Sprite sisters. Charming, family-centred adventures with the feel
of a modern day Enid Blyton. Over 550,000 copies sold in
Germany alone.

Story House Productions and Blue Eyes Fiction are producing a
German language film based on the first book in the series.
Disney is on board as a distributor. Hortense Ulrich has written
the script, the director is Sven Unterwaldt (Help, I Shrunk My Teacher) and Katja Riemann stars as Glenda. Vier zauberhafte Schwestern,
About the author:
For 25 years Sheridan worked (Four Magical Sisters) premieres in Munich in January 2020.
with author and illustrator,
Chris Winn, as his business Sample reviews
and creative manager. Together they produced a number of The Circle of Power… manages to feel up to date and appealing
children’s picture books, along whilst at the same time retaining an old-fashioned, comfortwith the Mad Gadget cartoon – reading style. . .as soon as I finished this volume I immediately
the most popular strip in the wanted to know what happens next. Sarah Skinner, Children’s
Daily Telegraph’s Young Tele- Manager, Waterstone’s Norwich 4 stars
graph for over seven years.
More recently she has worked A robust and exciting introduction to a promising series – the age
as a journalist.
spread of the four sisters will offer a wide appeal… promising and
interesting. Carousel
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JUST WILLIAM series
by Richmal Crompton
‘still funny, fresh and true’ Roddy Doyle
Main Agent:
Jane Willis
Rights sold:
UK (Macmillan)
Sinhala (Samayawardhana)
Spain (RBA Libros)
Vietnam (Nhanam)
Film: United Agents
Readership: 8+ through to
adult
Other books by the author
in print in the UK:
JUST WILLIAM
MORE WILLIAM
WILLIAM AGAIN
WILLIAM THE FOURTH
STILL WILLIAM
WILLIAM AT WAR
MEET JUST WILLIAM series

Synopsis
William is a tousle-headed, snub-nosed, mischievous boy whose hilarious escapades have become true children's classics - but classics
which are just as successful today as they have ever been. Whether
it's trying to arrange a marriage for his sister or taking a job as a boot
boy as step one in his grand plan to run away, William manages to
cause chaos wherever he goes.
In Just William William’s natural desire to do the right thing leads
him into serious trouble, as usual, and when blackmail and
kidnapping are involved, it’s no surprise. Even when he turns over a
new leaf, the consequences are dire. But it’s his new neighbour Violet Elizabeth Bott who really causes chaos – and no one will believe
that it’s not William’s fault . . .

Key points
True children’s classics which are as successful today as they have
ever been, with Just William newly published in a wonderful new
hardback edition for the new Macmillan Classics list.
They are consistently re-invented for television.

About the author:
Richmal Crompton was born
in Lancashire in 1890. The
first story about William
Brown appeared in home
magazine in 1919, and the
first collection of William stories was published in book
form three years later. In all,
thirty-eight William books
were published, the last one
in 1970, after Richmal
Crompton’s death.

2019 sees the 50th anniversary of the author’s death and the 100th
anniversary of a Just William story first appearing in print.

Sample reviews
Whether it's a trip to the cinema, babysitting a youngster, being a
page boy at a wedding, or running away from home to take a job
below stairs, the 11-year old William Brown can always be relied on
to create chaos and havoc wherever he goes. Five star
review, The Bookbag
Like all the best children's books, the William stories are just as
enjoyable for adults. Good Reads
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DICK KING-SMITH
Dick had an exceptional storytelling gift. He wrote brilliantly for children as
young as four and as old as ten . . He was quite simply the best of the best.
Lucy Ingram

Main Agent:
Caradoc King
Some children’s books by
the author:
THE FOX BUSTERS
SADDLEBOTTOM
HARRY'S MAD
NOAH'S BROTHER,
THE QUEEN'S NOSE
MARTIN'S MICE
ACE
THE CUCKOO CHILD
HARRIET'S HARE
THE HOGDEHEG
DAGGIE DOGFOOT
MOUSE CALLED WOLF
MARTIN’S MICE
THE TOBY MAN
LADY LOLLIPOP
THE INVISIBLE DOG
THE FINGER-EATER
CLEVER LOLLIPOP
HAPPY MOUSE DAY
THE MOUSE FAMILY
ROBINSON
NINNYHAMMER
THE WATER HORSE
FUNNY FRANK
DINOSAUR TROUBLE
THE MAGIC CARPET
SLIPPERS
THE WITCH OF BLACKBERRY BOTTOM
GEORGE SPEAKS
TERRIBLE TRINS
DODOS ARE FOREVER

Synopsis
Dick King-Smith fought with the Grenadier Guards during the
Second World War and was a farmer in Gloucestershire for 20
years before turning to teaching. His first book, The Fox Busters,
was published in 1978 when he was in his 50s. He then proceeded
to write over 100 books mainly based around farms and animals
because "I like them, I've always kept a lot of pets, and because it's
fun putting words in their mouths". He called this genre of speaking-animal stories "farmyard fantasy" and was particularly fond of
pigs. One of his early popular books, Saddlebottom, featured a pig
much scorned for the unusual white saddle-shaped patch on his
bottom, who runs away on adventures with a cat. It was in 1983
with his novel The Sheep Pig, about a runty little pig trained as a
sheepdog, that Dick King-Smith really made his name. It won the
Guardian children's fiction prize and was then turned into the
1995 film Babe which achieved both critical acclaim and popular
success. It was nominated for a number of Academy awards. In
the same year he won the Children’s Book Award for Harriet’s
Hare.
In 1992 he won Author of the Year and in 2010 he was awarded
the OBE for services to children’s literature. He died in 2011 at
the age of 88.

Sample reviews
Dick King-Smith never fails to entertain. Child Education
Dick King-Smith is a huge favourite with children. Observer
His animal stories never descend to fluffiness. The IoS
His very name guarantees quality. Guardian

A writer with every kind of surprise in his bag. The Sunday
Telegraph
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DAEMON VOICES: ESSAYS
ON STORYTELLING
by Philip Pullman
‘One of the supreme literary dreamers and magicians of our time’ Guardian
Main Agent:
Caradoc King

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK (David Fickling)
US (Knopf/Random
House)
Complex Chinese (Rye
Field)
Russian (AST)
Option publishers can be
supplied on request.
Material available: pdf
Extent: 480 pp
Readership: adult
UK publication: Nov 2017
Useful websites:
www.philip-pullman.com

In over 30 essays, written over 20 years, one of the world's great
story-tellers meditates on story-telling. Warm, funny, generous,
entertaining and, above all, deeply considered, they offer thoughts
on a wide variety of topics, including the origin and composition of
Philip's own stories, the craft of writing and the story-tellers who
have meant the most to Philip. The art of story-telling is
everywhere present in the essays themselves, in the instantly
engaging tone, the vivid imagery and striking phrases, the resonant
anecdotes, the humour and learnedness. Together, they are greater
than the sum of their parts: a single, sustained engagement with
story and story-telling.

Other books by the
author include:
HIS DARK MATERIALS
TRILOGY
THE BOOK OF DUST
SERIES
THE SALLY LOCKHEART QUARTET:
THE RUBY IN THE
SMOKE
THE SHADOW IN THE
NORTH
THE TIGER IN THE
WELL
THE TIN PRINCESS
THE NEW CUT GANG
SERIES:
THE GAS-FITTER’S
BALL
THUNDERBOLT’S WAX
WORKS
COUNT KARLSTEIN

His first non-fiction book, this is a unique collection of Philip Pullman’s essays brought together for the first time by Simon Mason,
working closely with Philip.

Key Points

Reflecting on a lifetime of writing, each carefully curated story is a
meditation on the power and importance of storytelling.

Sample reviews
Exploring themes as diverse as art, politics, science and faith,
Pullman is eloquent on the craft and power of storytelling and the
folk tales and fairytales that are his personal touchstones.
Guardian

Humane, wise and immensely readable, Daemon Voices is a fascinating tour of Pullman’s teeming imagination and an inestimable
illumination of the writing life. Financial Times
. . .incisive, witty and essential reading. Boundless
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BIG IDEAS FOR CURIOUS MINDS:
An Introduction to Philosophy
by The School of Life
Simple tools from great thinkers to help children improve their life.
Main Agent:
Caroline Dawnay
Rights sold:
UK (TSOL)
Complex Chinese
(Wordfield)
Simplied Chinese (Jieli)
Vietnamese (Nhanam)
Film: United Agents
Readership: 9+
Material available: fc
Extent: 156 pp
UK publication: September
2018

About the author:
The School of Life is a groundbreaking enterprise which offers
good ideas for everyday living. It
addresses issues such as how to
find fulfilling work, how to
master the art of relationships
and how better to understand,
and as necessary change, the
world - through classes, therapies, books and films. It is headquartered in London, with
campuses in Melbourne, Paris,
Amsterdam, Sao Paulo, Istanbul,
Belgrade, Antwerp, Seoul and
Tel Aviv. The School of Life
Press publishes books on the
most important issues of cultural
and emotional life. Its titles are
designed to entertain, educate,
console and transform.

Synopsis
Children are, in many ways, born philosophers. Without
prompting, they ask some of the largest questions: about time,
mortality, happiness and the meaning of it all. Yet sadly, too often,
this inborn curiosity is not developed and with age the questions
fall away.
Big Ideas For Curious Minds is designed to harness children’s
spontaneous philosophical instinct and to develop it through
introductions to some of the most vibrant and essential
philosophical ideas of history. The book takes us to meet leading
figures of philosophy from around the world and from all eras and shows us how their ideas continue to matter. The book
functions as an ideal introduction to philosophy as well as a
charming way to open up conversations between adult and children about the biggest questions we all face.

Key points
The first book aimed directly at children from the organisation
aimed at teaching us how to grow into happier, calmer, more
successful people.
Over 50,000 copies sold in the English language.
Fresh approach, focussed on real-world, actionable takeaways for
life today.

Sample reviews
Big Ideas for Curious Minds is especially and unreservedly recommended for family, school, and community library collections.
Midwest Book Review
An eye-opening introduction to philosophy for young readers.
Foreword Reviews
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HAPPY, HEALTH MINDS

by Alain de Botton &The School of
Life
An essential guide to emotional wellbeing for children; tackling everyday issues
to facilitate happier, healthier lives.
Main Agent:
Caroline Dawnay
Rights sold:
UK (TSOL)
Korean (MiraeN)

Synopsis
This book examines a range of everyday topics that might give
children's minds difficulties, for example: when parents don't seem
to understand us; when we fall out with friends; when school feels
boring or difficult; when we're too busy and get overwhelmed; when
our phones create trouble; when we feel sad, bored, anxious or fed
up with things.

Readership: 9+
Material available: fc
Extent: 156 pp
UK publication: April 2020 As an atlas to a child's mind, we explore a range of common
scenarios encountered by young children and talk about some of the
very best ideas to help deal with them. By offering a sympathetic and
supportive framework, we encourage children to open up, explore
their own feelings and face the dilemmas of growing up armed with
emotional intelligence.

Key points
About the author:
The School of Life is a groundbreaking enterprise which offers
good ideas for everyday living. It
addresses issues such as how to
find fulfilling work, how to
master the art of relationships
and how better to understand,
and as necessary change, the
world - through classes,
therapies, books and films. It is
headquartered in London, with
campuses in Melbourne, Paris,
Amsterdam, Sao Paulo, Istanbul,
Belgrade, Antwerp, Seoul and
Tel Aviv. The School of Life
Press publishes books on the
most important issues of cultural
and emotional life. Its titles are
designed to entertain, educate,
console and transform.

A guide to some common problems children may face including
bullying, anxiety and feeling misunderstood.
Opens up conversations between adults and children about
emotional wellbeing and encourages children to talk about how
they are feeling.
Beautifully illustrated by Lizzy Stewart; winner of the Waterstones
Children’s Book Award and an AOI World Illustration Award.

Sample reviews
. . . an engrossing and effective read for children aged 10-16 and a
must have resource for home educators and KS2 and KS3 teachers of PSHE. School Reading List
A book full of gold. Chris Evans, Virgin Radio
Informative without being preachy. School Libraries Group
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WHAT CAN I DO WHEN I GROW UP?

by Alain de Botton &The School of Life
Illustrated by Tyla Mason
A unique, illustrated guide to the world of work, bringing clarity to children’s
essential questions on potential future careers.
Main Agent:
Caroline Dawnay
Rights sold:
UK (TSOL)
Korean (MiraeN)
Readership: 9+
Material available: fc
Extent: 160 pp
UK publication: Nov 2019

Synopsis
This is a unique book about careers and the world of work written
expressly for children. It takes us on a journey around some of the
most essential questions within the topic: how can one discover
one’s passions, what should a ‘good’ job involve, what is a good
amount of money to try to make, how does the economy function
– and acknowledges that the job you might do one day probably
doesn’t even exist now.
The result is a book that should spark some exceptionally fruitful
conversations and help children look to their future work life with
positivity and anticipation.

About the author:
The School of Life is a groundbreaking enterprise which offers
good ideas for everyday living. It
addresses issues such as how to
find fulfilling work, how to
master the art of relationships
and how better to understand,
and as necessary change, the
world - through classes,
therapies, books and films. It is
headquartered in London, with
campuses in Melbourne, Paris,
Amsterdam, Sao Paulo, Istanbul,
Belgrade, Antwerp, Seoul and
Tel Aviv. The School of Life
Press publishes books on the
most important issues of cultural
and emotional life. Its titles are
designed to entertain, educate,
console and transform.

Key points
Thoughtful and practical advice to expand children’s ideas about
work and get them thinking about their future career path, while
acknowledging that their potential job might not even exist right
now.
Chapters include: How do jobs get invented? How important is
money? and Why do people end up in jobs they don’t like?
Highlights 20 different job profiles: from Safari Guide, to Dog
Pedicurist, to Electric Car Salesman.
Interactive question and answer activities encourage children
reflect on their interests, helping to shape their aspirations for the
future.
The much-anticipated follow up to Big Ideas for Curious Minds.
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WHAT ADULTS DON’T KNOW ABOUT
ART

by Alain de Botton &The School of Life
The real reasons to love and enjoy art.
Main Agent:
Caroline Dawnay

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK (TSOL)

A fresh perspective on a guide to art for children, exploring it’s
import and meaning through over 100 artworks.

Readership: 9+
Material available: fc
Extent: 192 pp
95 images and colour
illustrations throughout

Everyone tells kids that art matters – but the truth is that very
often it’s hard to know why it really does. Museum visits can feel
like a chore as does having to learn the names of the big artists
we’re all meant to love (but perhaps don’t quite in the way we’re
supposed to). This is a huge pity because – grasped the right way
– art has a deep capacity to improve our lives and offer us a sense
of joy and mental well-being.

UK publication: Aug 2020

Here is a guide to art for children with a difference: in a tone
that’s kindly, informative, unstuffy and at times rightly irreverent,
this book explains how art can fit into our lives. We learn where
the impulse to make art comes from, what art to look at in certain
moods, how to go around a museum without getting bored and
why – without even realising it – we all become experts in art by
About the author:
The School of Life is a ground- decorating our first bedrooms.
breaking enterprise which offers
good ideas for everyday living. It This is an innovative guide to the importance of art, produced in a
addresses issues such as how to way that will enchant children and, along the way, teach their
find fulfilling work, how to favourite adults one or two vital things as well.
master the art of relationships
and how better to understand,
and as necessary change, the Key points
world - through classes,
therapies, books and films. It is This novel guide to art encourages children to think more deeply
headquartered in London, with about why art is important, and how it can fit into our lives.
campuses in Melbourne, Paris,
Amsterdam, Sao Paulo, Istanbul, Features a selection of over 100 artworks from classical to modern
Belgrade, Antwerp, Seoul and periods, from artists including Michelangelo, Frida Kahlo, Picasso,
Tel Aviv. The School of Life Agnes Martin, Ai Weiwei, Artemisia Gentileschi and Leonardo da
Press publishes books on the Vinci.
most important issues of cultural
and emotional life. Its titles are Includes fun question and answer activities and discussion points
designed to entertain, educate, to encourage conversations between parents and children.
console and transform.
Charming full colour illustrations throughout.
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WHAT ADULTS DON’T KNOW ABOUT
ARCHITECTURE

by Alain de Botton &The School of Life
How to build a more beautiful, liveable world.
Main Agent:
Caroline Dawnay

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK (TSOL)

This insightful title explores children’s relationship with and
understanding of architecture and its impact on their world.

Readership: 9+
Material available: fc
Extent: 192 pp
UK publication: Sept 2020

Children are rarely introduced properly to architecture, but there
are in fact few subjects more important – because the quality of
the architecture that surrounds us has such an impact on our
mood and sense of well-being.

About the author:
The School of Life is a groundbreaking enterprise which offers
good ideas for everyday living. It
addresses issues such as how to
find fulfilling work, how to
master the art of relationships
and how better to understand,
and as necessary change, the
world - through classes,
therapies, books and films. It is
headquartered in London, with
campuses in Melbourne, Paris,
Amsterdam, Sao Paulo, Istanbul,
Belgrade, Antwerp, Seoul and
Tel Aviv. The School of Life
Press publishes books on the
most important issues of cultural
and emotional life. Its titles are
designed to entertain, educate,
console and transform.

The bitter truth is that in modern times, we’ve built a world that’s
far too often ugly or uncharming – and we’ve done so because
only a very few people ever feel they have the right to comment
on what gets built around them. This is a chance for the next
generation to develop the tools to talk about architecture with
confidence, knowledge and passion. It tells us about what a
satisfying building is, what makes a street enticing (or not), why
some cities are charming and others repel us – and how we might
build going forward in a way that will reliably delight and uplift us.
This engaging and beautifully illustrated guide is designed to help
children (and their favourite adults) to understand how buildings
work and how we might create the better looking world we all
crave and deserve.

Key points
This fascinating guide to architecture encourages children to think
about the importance of architecture around the world, and the
sorts of buildings they find interesting.
Chapters include: How buildings are like people, Why are so many
places ugly? and Why are houses so expensive?
Includes fun question and answer activities and discussion points
to encourage conversations between parents and children.
Interesting and colourful illustrations throughout.
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BLACK AND BRITISH: A
SHORT ESSENTIAL HISTORY
by David Olusoga
A children’s adaptation of the award winning classic, Black and British.
Main Agent:
Charles Walker

Rights sold:
UK (Macmillan Children’s
Books)
Film: United Agents
Material: PDF
Extent: 176 pp
Readership: 12+
UK publication: Oct 2020

Synopsis
A short, essential introduction to Black British history
When did Africans first come to Britain?
Who are the well-dressed black children in Georgian paintings?
Why did the American Civil War disrupt the Industrial
Revolution?
These and many other questions are answered in this essential introduction to 1800 years of the Black British history: from the Roman Africans who guarded Hadrian’s Wall right up to the present
day.

Key points
About the author:
David Olusoga is a BritishNigerian historian, author,
presenter and BAFTA
winning film-maker. He is
Professor of Public History
at the University of
Manchester, the author of
five books and a columnist
for The Observer, The
Voice and BBC History
Magazine, also writing
for The Guardian and The
New Statesman. He presents
the long-running BBC
history series A House
Through Time and wrote
and presented the multiaward winning BBC
series Britain’s Forgotten
Slave Owners.

A new edition of the bestseller Black and British by award-winning
historian and broadcaster David Olusoga
Illustrated with maps, photos and portraits.
Black and British won the 2017 PEN Hessell-Tiltman Prize; won the
Longman History Today Trustees' Award and was a Waterstones.com History Book of the Year. It was also longlisted for the
Orwell Prize and shortlisted for the inaugural Jhalak Prize.

Sample reviews for Black and British
Groundbreaking. Observer
[A] comprehensive and important history of black Britain . . .
Written with a wonderful clarity of style and with great force and
passion. The Sunday Times
A radical reappraisal of the parameters of history, exposing lacunae
in the nation’s version of its past. Guardian
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WELCOME TO ODDLEIGH
by Tor Freeman
Zootopia meets Hot Fuzz with a helping of Dr Seuss on the side . . .
Main Agent:
Jane Willis

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK: Bog Eyed Books
France: Sarbacane
Poland: Kultura Gniewu
German: Reprodukt
Extent: 64 pp
Readership: 6+
UK publication: September
2018
Useful websites: https://
www.bog-eyed-books.com/

Chief Inspector Jessie and Sergeant Sid are tasked with policing the
town of Oddleigh. Oddleigh is no ordinary place; strange things
and bizarre behaviour are the order of the day. But Jessie's sworn
to uphold the law of the town, and she's going to do it - no matter
how weirdly its citizens are behaving...

Other books by the
author:
DIGBY DOG series
THE TOUCAN BROTHERS
OLIVE AND THE BAD
MOOD
About the author:
Tor Freeman is an author,
illustrator and comic artist.
Over the last 19 years, she
has illustrated picture books
and chapter books, written
her own stories and been
published in the UK and
worldwide. She is a regular
contributor to magazines
including Tralalire, Pomme
d'Api and the weekly story
comic, The Phoenix.

Who can break Lorringham’s terrible curse?
What’s been hiding in Oddleigh’s cliffs?
Who’s been sending annoying letters?

Key points
Tor Freeman won the Observer/Cape/Comica graphic short story
prize in November 2017 and is one of only a handful of artists to
have been granted the prestigious Maurice Sendak Fellowship .
There is a second volume of the adventures of Chief Inspector
Jessie and Sergeant Sid coming in 2021.

Sample reviews
If Zootopia was a lot more like Hot Fuzz with a helping of Dr
Seuss on the side, you might be half way to Tor Freeman’s tales of
Oddleigh. Freeman’s art is as expressive and polished as you’d
expect from her healthy pedigree in children’s books, but this is
definitely a fully realised comic and makes smart work of the
medium. Jenny Robins, The Quietus

Tor lives in London and simply bursting with imagination and good-natured humour Andy
Oliver
shares a studio in Soho.
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DEREK THE SHEEP 1-3
by Gary Northfield
Fun, funny and fabulous! Derek The Sheep will amuse, entertain and educate all
readers, young and old!
Main Agent:
Jane Willis

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK: Bog Eyed Books
Dutch: Luitingh Sijthoff

Grumpy, but loveable sheep, Derek, is always looking for the
greener grass in life, but he is constantly thwarted in his plans by
the other meddlesome (and tiresome!) animals on his crazy farm!

Film: United Agents
Extent: 48-64 pp
Readership: 6+
UK publication: Oct 2017
(book 1), July 2018 (book 2),
Jan 2020 (book 3)
Useful websites: https://
www.bog-eyed-books.com/
http://
www.garynorthfield.com/

From singing bees, angry bulls, and telly watching squirrels, Derek
hurtles through farm life, destroying barns, battling magical
leprechauns and cheating in a haircut competition, all for an easy
life!

Other books by the
author:
JULIUS ZEBRA series
THE TERRIBLE TALES
OF THE TEENYTINYSAURS
GARY'S GARDEN

From the creator of Julius Zebra and Gary's Garden, comes the
legendary adventures of Beano superstar Derek the Sheep!

About the author:
Gary Northfield has been
writing and drawing comics
since 2002. He is most
famous for Derek the Sheep - a
comic strip that appeared in
The Beano. He has also created comics for National
Geographic Kids magazine,
The Dandy, The DFC, Horrible Histories magazine,
Horrible Science magazine
and The Magical World of
Roald Dahl.

Key points

Derek’s adventures are now published in three volumes for the first
time - Let’s Bee Friends; First Sheep In Space and Danger Is My Middle
Name.

Sample reviews
Daft style of humour will definitely appeal to older children, and
pictures and stories will grip younger ones too. Junior Education
Plus
Derek The Sheep (has) that rarest of things; a new British Comedy
strip that works on an incredibly simple level but manages to be a
perfect experience for children and grown-ups alike. Forbidden
Planet
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VERN AND LETTUCE
by Sarah McIntyre
Welcome to Pickle Rye, where Lettuce, the rabbit, and Vern, the sheep, spend
their days in this wonderful graphic album for children of all ages.
Main Agent:
Jane Willis

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK: Bog Eyed Books
Extent: 48 pp
Readership: 6+
UK publication: Aug
2018
Useful websites: https://
www.bog-eyedbooks.com/

Welcome to Pickle Rye, home of best friends Lettuce the rabbit
and Vern the sheep. Join them for baking, birthdays, bunny-sitting
and a quest for fame in the big city!

Key points

Other books by the
author:
GRUMPYCORN
THE NEW NEIGH-

A gloriously simple thing, adorable characters having delightful
and gentle adventures, all based in the unusual setting of a tower
block in a place called Pickle Rye.

About the author:
Writer and illustrator Sarah
McIntyre burst out of
Camberwell College of the
Arts in the summer of 2007.
She tried to run away to sea,
but instead found herself
toiling for long hours over a
work desk to create marvellous little books and
pictures. Her dream job
would put her on a masted
ship, climbing the rigging
and keeping a fastidious illustrated log of the weird
and wonderful plants and
animals she encounters on
her voyages. In the meantime, she happily roves along
London's river bank on her
bicycle and pokes around in
the mud for shiny objects at
low tide.

Vern and Lettuce reach for the stars, but danger is lurking just
beneath their feet...

Winner of The Young People’s Comic Award.
Sarah McIntyre has also won the Sheffield Children’s Book Award
(in the ‘Overall’ category), the UKLA Award, the Independent
Bookshop Week Book Award and the Bishop’s Stortford Picture
Book Award.

Take a look at Sarah’s sketchbooks over on her website and blog,
which she frequently updates: www.jabberworks.co.uk

Sample reviews
Sarah McIntyre has created a witty and delightful series, the stories
engaging and cute without being saccharine and the artwork clear
and appealing, that's guaranteed to bring a smile to your face. Bear
Alley
it means you get to experience a top-class artist doing some truly
enchanting and delightful comics.
Richard Bruton,
Comicon.com
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USELEUS: A GREEK ODDITY

by Alexander Matthews and
Wilbur Dawbarn
Main Agent:
Jane Willis

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK: Bog Eyed Books

From battling giants, to outwitting gods, to clashes with mythical
creatures, Ancient History has never been more fun!

Extent: 64 pp
Readership: 6+
UK publication: October
2017
Useful websites: https://
www.bog-eyed-books.com/

Embark on the craziest odyssey through Ancient Greece, alongside
its most hopeless hero, Useleus and his long-suffering teacher, the
legendary Minotaur!

About the authors:
Alexander Matthews' work
has been featured in The
Beano, The Dandy, the
Private Eye and The Spectator.He currently lives between Russia (where he
teaches art) and the UK.

Key points
An Asterix for the 21st Century.
Full of fun and silliness which will make you laugh and groan in
equal measures.

Useleus is skilfully written by Alexander Matthews and nimbly
drawn by Wilbur Dawbarn channelling Ancient History through
the madcap eyes of two renowned Beano and Dandy creators.

Wilbur Dawbarn is a British comics artist and
cartoonist based in High
Wycombe, Buckingham- Sample reviews
shire. He has drawn
cartoons for publications Fabulous gags, great word play and utter stillness... long may it
such as The Beano, The continue! Forbidden Planet International
Dandy, Private Eye, The
Spectator, Punch, The
Times, and The Independent.
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SGT. CHIP CHARLTON & MR
WOOFLES
by Jim Medway
A future classic, destined to be talked about in the same way as Tintin or
Snoopy.
Main Agent:
Jane Willis

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK: Bog Eyed Books
Extent: 52 pp
Readership: 8+
UK publication: November
2020
Useful websites: https://
www.bog-eyed-books.com/

Scared of horses but driven to fight crime and seek justice?
What is a young Canadian to do?

Other books by the
author:
SHORTY LOVES WING
WONG
PLAYING OUT
TURVYTOPS: A REALLY WILD ISLAND
BIG DOGS, LITTLE
DOGS
BIG FARMS, LITTLE
FARMS

Three cheers for Sgt. Chip Charlton and Mr Woofles of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police!

About the author:
Jim Medway is an illustrator
and comic artist, based in
Derbyshire, England. Jim
also regularly leads his
Create Comics workshops in
schools, galleries, libraries
and community settings and
is a visiting tutor on the
Graphic Storytelling course
at The Animation Workshop, Viborg, Denmark. Jim
lives in Furness Vale,
Derbyshire, with a jolly wife,
son, daughter and two new
kittens.

Chip Charlton joins the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, picking
his daschund buddy over the conventional equine sidekick. Sgt
Chip soon proves the naysayers wrong, and time after time, crime
after crime, demonstrates how even a weak stomach is no obstacle
to following your dream.

Key points
A collection of comic strip adventures first seen in the kids weekly
Phoenix Comic.
Full of humour and zany adventures, Sgt. Chip Charlton & Mr
Woofles will delight both young and old readers.

Sample reviews
Chip Charlton is a future classic, destined to be talked about in the
same way as Tintin or Snoopy. It's a joy from start to finish,
effortlessly endearing but still laugh out loud funny. Chip represents
comics at their finest - exquisite, affectionate, and riotously funny.
Jamie Smart - Creator of Bunny Vs Monkey
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DONNY DIGITS by
Woodrow Phoenix
A one man International Rescue crossed with Bob the Builder.
Main Agent:
Jane Willis

Synopsis

Rights sold:
UK: Bog Eyed Books
Extent: 64 pp
Readership: 6+
UK publication: November
2020
Useful websites: https://
www.bog-eyed-books.com/

Donny Digits is the Fixingest Boy Alive! Any machine that goes
wrong, from a toaster to an ocean liner, anything at all that requires
repairing, Donny can do it with the contents of his pockets and
whatever is lying around. He's like a one man International Rescue
crossed with Bob The Builder and his abilities are celebrated across
the nation. Everybody loves Donny!

Other books by the
author:
IS THAT YOUR DOG?
COUNT MILUKA
SHE LIVES
SUGAR BUZZ!
About the author:
Woodrow Phoenix is a writer, artist and graphic designed based in London and
Cambridge. His varied output has regularly appeared in
national newspapers including The Guardian and The
Independent, in comics and
magazines across Europe,
the USA and Japan, and in
television projects for Walt
Di sne y a nd C a rt o on
Network.

But would they still love him if they knew his secret? Donny has a
twin brother, Dylan - and he's a menace! Everything he touches
falls to bits! That's right - he is The Breakingest Boy Alive! Can
Donny save the day and keep his secret under wraps?

Key points
Donny Digits has appeared as a cartoon strip in The Guardian and
The DFC comic.
Woodrow Phoenix is a multi-talented writer, artist, illustrator and
graphic designer known for his free-wheeling experimentation with
illustrative and graphic styles, with message-driven pictures
offering up an incongruous mix of the cute and the sinister.
Woodrow Phoenix breaks the mould of conventional comics.
Indian Express Newspaper, Delhi
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United Agents - Children’s Authors
Joe Abercrombie RK
Francesca Amour-Chelu AF
Giles Andreae JH
Corrinne Averiss JH
James Barclay RK
Catherine Barr JH
Susanna Bailey ET
Ben Bailey Smith RK/JH
Laura Baker JH
Bronwen Ballard JW
Catherine Barr
David Bedford JH
Peter Bently JH
Betty G. Birney † JH
Nick Bowling JW
Linda Buckley-Archer CK
Melvin Burgess CK
Georgia Byng CK
Elen Caldecott JH
Howard Calvert JH
Emma Carroll JH
Ann Coburn JH
Bridget Collins
Andy Cope JH
Siobhan Curham JW
Sandra Daniels LM
Sophie Deen ET
Narinder Dhami JH
Emily Diamond JW
Laura Dockrill JH
Kerry Drewery JW
Sarah Driver JH
Helen Dunmore CK
Phil Earle JH
Katharine Edgar JH
Jane Elson JH
Adam Frost JH
Lyn Gardner JH
Harriet Gillian JH
Julia Green JH
M G Harris RK
Gill Harvey JH
Tim Healey JH
John Hegley JH
Mary Hooper JH

Helen Howe JW
Jules Howard LM/ET
Jill Hucklesby JH
Hollie Hughes JH
Kris Humphrey JH
Ellie Irving JH
Vic James RK
Tom Jamieson JH
Laura Jarratt AF
Ben Jeapes RK
Gareth Jones JH
Ally Kennen JH
Philip Kerr CK
Rebecca King JH
Timothy Knapman JH
Steven Knight RK
Nick Lake CK
Andrew Lane RK
Rebecca Lewis-Oakes ET
Marni McGee JH
Roger McGough CW/ET
Sophie McKenzie JH
Stella Maidment JH
George Mann JW
Irfan Master JH
Andrew Matthews JH
Freddie McConnell LM/ET
Livi Michael CW
Nick Mohammed RK
Sue Mongredien JH
Adam and Lisa Murphy* JH
James Mylet CD
Tom Nicoll JH
Sally Nicholls JH
William Nicholson JH
Molly Oldfield JH
Polly Owen ET
Jem Packer JH
Emma Perry
Luisa Plaja JH
Smriti Prasadam-Halls JH
Natasha Preston AF
Philip Pullman CK
Simon Puttock JH
Naomi Rich JH

Philip Ridley CK
Rick Riordan † JH
Michael Rosen CW
Abbie Rushton JH
Andy Sagar ET
Kate Saunders CK
Cavan Scott JW
Sarah Singleton JH
Eloise Smith JH
Jenny Smith JH
Alan Snow JW
Ali Sparkes JH
Georgina Stevens ET
Barry Timms ET
Nick Tomlinson JW
Jackie Tucker ET
Kael Tudor ET
Jonathan Tulloch RK/ET
Lucy Unwin ET
Danny Wallace RK
Sheridan Winn JW
Ian Whybrow JH
C.R. Wilkinson JH
John Yeoman CK
Benjamin Zephaniah JH
Estates:
Richmal Crompton JW
Peter Dickinson CK
Dick King-Smith CK
Primary Agents:
CD Caroline Dawnay
AF Ariella Feiner
JH Jodie Hodges
CK Caradoc King
RK Robert Kirby
LM Laura Macdougall
CW Charles Walker
JW Jane Willis
ET Emily Talbot
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United Agents - Children’s Illustrators
Sav Akyuz JH
Ros Asquith * JH
Rebecca Bagley JH
Abigail Balfe* ET
Becky Baur ET
William Bee (Ian Bilbey) * JH
Duncan Beedie * JH
Rob Biddulph * JH
Sir Quentin Blake * CK
John Bond JH
Connah Brecon JH
Michael Broad * JH
James Brown JH
Jon Burgerman *JH
Holly Clifton-Brown JH
Anna Currey JH
Chloe Douglass* ET
Elissa Elwick * JH
Lorenzo Etherington JH
Jim Field JH
Jane Foster JH
Carly Gledhill ET
Alison Guile ET
Kate Hindley JH
Sam Hearn ET
Sarah Horne JH
Phil Hughes & Wayne Thompson* JH
Russell Julian JH
Teddy Keen JH
John Kelly JH
Philippa Leathers * JH
Maggie Li* ET
Jamie Littler * JH
Sam Lloyd * JH
Jenny Løvlie JH
Fiona Lumbers JH
Harriet Lynas JH
Katherina Manolessou * JH
Mei Matsuoka JH
Sarah McIntyre JH
Becka Moor ET
Jessica Mikhail JH

Harriet Muncaster * JH
Penny Neville-Lee JH
Karl Newson* JH
Gary Northfield *
David O’Connell * JH
Jamie Smart * JH
Alan Snow * JW
Ellie Snowdon JH
Kristina Stephenson * JH
Joel Stewart * JH
Lisa Stickley JH
Lisa Stubbs * JH
Britta Teckentrup * JH
Emma Thomson * JH
Gerry Turley JH
Simon Tyler * JH
* Writer / Illustrator
Primary Agents:
JH Jodie Hodges
CK Caradoc King
JW Jane Willis
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INTERNATIONAL SUB-AGENTS

Baltic States
Tatjana Zoldnere, Andrew Nurnberg Associates Baltic
P.O.Box 77
Riga, LV 1011
Latvia
Email: zoldnere@anab.apollo.lv

Indonesia
Maxima Creative Agency
Beryl Timur No. 41
Gading Serpong - Tangerang 15810 - Indonesia
Tel. +62-21-5421 7768
Email : santo@cbn.net.id
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Tassy Barham,Tassy Barham Associates
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Noriko Hasegawa, The English Agency (Japan) Ltd.
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Kamelia Emilova, Andrew Nurnberg Associates Sofia
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Connie Xiao, Andrew Nurnberg Associates
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Email: connie@nurnberg.com.cn
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Whitney Hsu, Andrew Nurnberg Associates International Limited
Taiwan Representative Office
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Taiwan
Email: whsu@nurnberg.com.tw
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Jitka Nemekcova, Andrew Nurnberg Associates Prague
Jugoslavskych partyzanu 17
160 00 Praha 6
Czech Republic
Tel., fax: +420 222 782 041
Email: nemeckova@nurnberg.cz

Japan
Ritsuko Hamamoto, Tuttle-Mori Agency, Inc.
Kanda Jimbocho Bldg., 4F,
2-17 Kanda Jimbocho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 101-0051, Japan
Email: ritsuko-hamamoto@tuttlemori.com
Korea
Jully Lee, EYA
3F e Building, 54/7 Banpo-dong, Seocho-ku
Seoul 137-040, Korea
Tel + 82 592 3356
Email: eya-child@eyagency.com
Poland
Dominika Bojanowska , AJA Anna Jarota Agency Poland,
Rynek Starego Miasta 22/24 m.6, 00-272 Warsaw,
Poland
Email: dominika@ajapl.com>
Russia
Natalia Sanina , Synopsis Literary Agency
Podolskoe shosse, 3
115093 Moscow
Russia
Email: nat@synopsis-agency.ru
Turkey
Cansu Akkoyun, Anatolialit Agency Güneşli Bahçe Sok. No 48 Or.Ko
Apt. B Blok D:4, Kadikoy, Istanbul, Turkey
Email: c.akkoyun@anatolialit.com

Hungary and Croatia
Reka Bartha, Katai & Bolza Literary Agents
Szerb u. 17-19.
H-1056 Budapest
Hungary
Email: reka@kataibolza.hu
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